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Abstract 

This report describes the findings of a survey of the Dhundari (ISO 639-3: dhd) and Shekhawati (ISO 
639: swv) languages spoken in Rajasthan. The fieldwork was carried out during November-December 
2004 and February 2005. Hindi Sentence Repetition Testing (SRT) indicated that many people, 
especially the uneducated and women, are probably not bilingual enough in Hindi to use materials in 
that language. The vitality of Dhundari and Shekhawati appears to be fairly strong. Based on the results 
of wordlist comparisons and comprehension testing, the researchers conclude that a single project for 
both Dhundari and Shekhawati speakers would likely meet the language development needs of both 
communities. Although ongoing assessment will be helpful, the results of this survey indicate that the 
Sikar variety of Shekhawati should be well understood and accepted by the Dhundari community as 
well. 
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Introduction to the Series 

According to an old saying, ‘The dialect, food, water, and turbans in Rajasthan change every twelve 
miles.’ Indeed, the state of Rajasthan in western India is a region of rich cultural and linguistic diversity. 
Eight languages from this area are covered in this six-volume series of sociolinguistic surveys. In both the 
Linguistic survey of India (Grierson 1906) and the Ethnologue (Lewis 2009), these languages are classified 
as Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Central Zone, Rajasthani. At that point, the classification 
terms diverge, as seen in this table: 

Classifications and ISO codes for the eight languages covered in this series 

Language Linguistic survey of India (Grierson 
1906) 

Ethnologue 
(Lewis 2009) 

ISO 639-3 code 

Marwaria Western Rajasthani Marwari rwr 
Godwari Western Rajasthani Marwari gdx 
Mewari Western Rajasthani Marwari mtr 

Shekhawati Western Rajasthani Marwari swv 
    

Merwarib Central-eastern Rajasthani Marwari wry 
Dhundari Central-eastern Rajasthani Marwari dhd 

    
Hadothi Central-eastern Rajasthani Unclassified hoj 
Mewati North-eastern Rajasthani Unclassified wtm 

aGrierson also includes Bikeneri under Western Rajasthani. Bikaner (alternatively spelled Bikener) 
is a district where Marwari is spoken. 
bGrierson also includes Ajmeri under Central-eastern Rajasthani, but not Merwari itself. Ajmer is a 
district where Merwari is spoken. 

‘Rajasthani’ has long served as a cover term for many of the speech varieties of this region. In spite of 
significant linguistic divergence, use of this term has continued to this day, sometimes by mother tongue 
speakers as well as by scholars and those who are seeking official recognition of Rajasthani as a 
Scheduled Language of India. The definition of ‘language’ versus ‘dialect’ presents challenges to 
researchers. These challenges are compounded by the numerous different terms used by census takers, 
scholars, and mother tongue speakers themselves. 

In the introduction to the print version of the Ethnologue, Lewis (2009:9) notes, 

Every language is characterized by variation within the speech 
community that uses it. Those varieties, in turn, are more or less 
divergent from one another. These divergent varieties are often referred 
to as dialects. They may be distinct enough to be considered separate 
languages or sufficiently similar to be considered merely characteristic 
of a particular geographic region or social grouping within the speech 
community. Often speakers may be very aware of dialect variation and 
be able to label a particular dialect with a name. In other cases, the 
variation may be largely unnoticed or overlooked. 

In these surveys, the researchers used a multi-pronged synchronic approach to describe the current 
sociolinguistic situation of the eight languages under consideration. Lexical similarity within and 
between languages was assessed using a 210-item wordlist. The phonetic transcriptions of these wordlists 
are presented in appendices to the reports. In many instances, intelligibility of selected speech varieties 
was investigated using recorded oral texts. Orally-administered questionnaires provided insights into 
language use patterns, language attitudes, perceived similarities and differences among speech varieties, 
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and self-reported bilingual proficiency. Community levels of bilingualism were investigated using 
sentence repetition testing. The results make a significant contribution to a broader and deeper 
understanding of the present-day sociolinguistic complexities in Rajasthan. 

The researchers travelled many kilometres by train, bus, motorcycle, and on foot. They interviewed 
regional scholars, local leaders and teachers, and large numbers of mother tongue speakers, meeting 
them in large cities as well as in rural villages. It is the researchers’ sincere hope that the information 
presented in these volumes will be useful in motivating and supporting continued development efforts in 
these languages. 

Juliana Kelsall, Series Editor 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Geography 

Dhundari and Shekhawati are two Indo-Aryan languages spoken in the north-eastern part of Rajasthan 
state, India (Map 1, Appendix A). The Dhundari-speaking people are found in the districts of Jaipur, 
Dausa, and Tonk. At least two opinions have been given for the origin of the name ‘Dhundari’. According 
to the first opinion, Dhundari is believed to have drawn its name from the Dhundh or Dhundhakriti 
mountain, which is situated near Jobner in Jaipur district. The other opinion is that it is named after a 
river called Dhundh flowing through this region. Hence the name became Dhundhar. Whatever the 
origin of the term may be, the word Dhundari is used in this report, both for the region and the 
language. Maps 1 and 2 in appendix A were prepared by the authors. 

Shekhawati speakers are found in the districts of Sikar, Jhunjhunu, and the southern part of Churu. The 
Shekhawati language area is located in a semi-arid region, situated on the west of the Aravalli range, 
which divides the state into east and west. Shekhawati is a region and not just a town or fort; the word 
means ‘the garden of Shekha’. The climatic conditions in this region are harsh and extreme. The summers 
bring hot waves of air called loo. Annual rainfall is quite low, on a scale of 45 to 60 centimetres. On 
average the region faces every third year as a dry year and every eighth year as a famine year 
(http://www.grohol.com/psypsych/Shekhawati). 

1.2 People 

The terms Dhundari and Shekhawati are used to refer to the languages and to the traditional regions1 in 
Rajasthan where they are spoken. They may also be used as cover terms to refer to the speakers of these 
languages. However, Shekhawati and Dhundari speakers also identify themselves as members of specific 
castes or tribes. 

Of the total population of Rajasthan, 97 per cent live in rural areas and three per cent live in urban 
areas. Chaukidar Mina and Zamindar Mina are Scheduled Tribes2 and Garoda is a Scheduled Caste in the 
Shekhawati and Dhundari language regions. Agarwal (or Agrawal), Khandelwal, and Mogia are other 
groups living in these regions. Additional communities reportedly living in the Shekhawati area are 
Brahman, Charan, Ghosi, Kahar, Khandelwal, Manihar Muslim, and Van Baoria (Singh and Manoharan 
1993:334). 

According to the 1991 Census of India (the most recent census for which mother tongue information was 
collected), the number of Dhundari speakers is 965,008. A census figure for Shekhawati speakers is not 
available. 

Ethnologue (Lewis 2009, citing Gusain 2002) gives totals of 9,000,000 Dhundari speakers and 3,000,000 
Shekhawati speakers. It seems likely that Gusain, a scholar who has done research on several Rajasthani 
dialects, based these figures on the overall populations of the Dhundari and Shekhawati regions. In the 
census, Dhundari and Shekhawati speakers were probably subsumed under other language names such 
as Marwari and Rajasthani. This would help account for the widely differing population figures. 

The inhabitants of Shekhawati are considered brave, self-sacrificing, and hardworking people 
(http://www.rajasthan-tourism.co.in/shekhawati.html). The region provides the greatest number of 
persons for the Indian Army, especially from Jhunjhunu district. It was reported that 80 per cent of the 
Indian army personnel who died in the Kargil War in 1999 were from Jhunjhunu. The Shekhawati region 

                                              
1These regions are sometimes called ‘geographic circuits’ (Samuvel et. al. 2012:13). 
2‘Scheduled Tribe’ and ‘Scheduled Caste’ are designations for groups that are officially recognised by the government 
of India. This recognition provides opportunities for economic, educational, and social development. 
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has produced a large number of industrialists who are leaders in the Indian economy, such as the Birlas, 
Khaitans, and Mittals. 

The rural areas of the Shekhawati region are dominated by farming communities. The farmers of the 
Shekhawati region are considered to be the most advanced in the state of Rajasthan. The most dominant 
farming community in the rural areas of Shekhawati is the Jats. Then comes the Rajput community, who 
were the ruling people before British colonisation and Indian independence. 

The Marwaris (people from the Marwar region in western Rajasthan) have played an important role in 
the development of the Shekhawati region. Their major contribution to the Shekhawati region is in the 
field of education. It is because of the Marwaris that most of the schools and colleges have come into 
being in this region. The Marwaris also played a leading role in the Indian independence movement. 

1.3 Languages 

Ethnologue (Lewis 2009) classifies the Dhundari and Shekhawati languages as Indo-European, Indo-
Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Central Zone, Rajasthani, Marwari. Alternative names for Dhundari include 
Dhundari-Marwari, Dhundhali, Dhundhahdi, Jhadshahi boli, Kai-kui boli, and Jaipuri. Jaipuri was 
coined by European scholars such as MacAlister and Grierson (Jangir 1991:107). An alternative name for 
Shekhawati is Shekhawati-Marwari (Lewis 2009). 

MacAlister completed an initial grammatical analysis of Dhundari in 1884. Books such as Moksha marga 
prakashak have been written in Dhundari on Jain philosophy by Acharyakalpa Pt. Todarmalji 
(http://www.jainworld.com/jainbooks/Books/Moksha%20Marg%20Prakashak.rtf). The Serampore 
missionaries translated the New Testament into Jaipuri in 1815 but the researchers did not find any 
copies during this survey. 

1.4 Previous research 

Gusain has written grammatical descriptions of Shekhawati (2001) and Dhundari3 (2005). His books 
provide a brief sociolinguistic sketch, along with chapters on phonology, morphology, and syntax. He 
also includes a short text with interlinear and free translations. 

The researchers are aware of two sociolinguistic surveys that have included research among Dhundari 
and Shekhawati speakers. The first was by Varenkamp in 1990. His report briefly covered the dialects of 
Marwari, Shekhawati, Dhundari, and Mewari. He collected a few wordlists from these dialects and 
attempted to test the intelligibility between Dhundari and Shekhawati, but was not successful. After 
mentioning the lexical similarities of 76 to 86 per cent between Dhundari and Shekhawati, he 
commented, ‘Sekhawati [as Varenkamp spelt it] and Jaipuri [meaning Dhundari] appear to be similar 
enough that dialect intelligibility testing should prove to be profitable.’ 

Regarding Shekhawati and Dhundari, Samuvel, Joshua, Koshy, and Abraham (2012: 23) stated,  

Shekhawati circuit consists of two small districts called Jhunjhunu and 
Sikar, and also part of Churu. The speech variety here differs from 
Standard Marwari; the people refer to their mother tongue as 
Shekhawati-Marwari and identify themselves in general as Marwari 
speakers. Sikar Shekhawati is reportedly the standard form of this 
circuit’s Rajasthani dialect; the other reported form is Jhunjhunu-Churu 
Shekhawati. Shekhawati has contributed to the body of Rajasthani 
literature and has many poets and writers, even though it has a smaller 
population compared to the other circuits.… 

                                              
3Gusain uses the spelling ‘Dhundhari.’ 
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Dhundari circuit consists of Jaipur, Dausa and Tonk districts. Dhundari 
writers have contributed a lot to Rajasthani literature. As in Shekhawati, 
Dhundari speakers also identify themselves as Marwari speakers, though 
they recognise that their form differs from Standard Marwari. They call 
their dialect Dhundari-Marwari.4 

Lexical similarities among the Rajasthani speech varieties confirmed the need for dialect intelligibility 
testing between Shekhawati and Dhundari. 

1.5 Purpose and goals 

The purpose of this survey was to determine the need for language development in the Dhundari and 
Shekhawati languages. Could a single language project meet the needs for speakers of both languages? If 
so, which speech variety would be most suitable to develop for the benefit of both language groups? To 
fulfil this purpose, the following goals and research questions were formulated. 

Goal 1. To assess the extent of linguistic variation between the Dhundari and Shekhawati speech 
varieties. 
Research questions: 

What are the levels of lexical similarity among varieties of Dhundari and Shekhawati? 
Are Dhundari and Shekhawati intelligible to each another? 

Methods: 
Wordlist comparisons and Recorded Text Testing (RTT). 

Goal 2. To assess language use, attitudes, and vitality among Dhundari and Shekhawati speakers. 
Research questions: 

Which languages do Dhundari and Shekhawati speakers report using in key domains? 
What are the attitudes of Dhundari and Shekhawati speakers towards their respective mother 

tongues and towards other languages? 
Are there indications that Dhundari and Shekhawati will continue to be spoken in the future? 
Are Dhundari and Shekhawati speakers interested in mother tongue language development? 

Research tools: 
Questionnaires, informal interviews, and observations. 

Goal 3. To determine levels of Hindi bilingualism among Dhundari and Shekhawati speakers. 
Research questions: 

What are tested levels of Hindi bilingualism among Dhundari and Shekhawati speakers? 
What are self-reported and observed Hindi abilities among Dhundari and Shekhawati speakers? 

Research tools: 
Hindi Sentence Repetition Testing (SRT), questionnaires, and observations. 

Goal 4. To assess the availability of literature in Dhundari and Shekhawati. 
Research question: 

Are there books, magazines, newspapers, etc. in these languages? 
Research tools: 

Library research and informal interviews. 

                                              
4According to the Ethnologue (Lewis 2009), Marwari is also classified as Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan, 
Central zone, Rajasthani, Marwari. 
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2 Dialect areas 

2.1 Lexical similarity 

2.1.1 Introduction 

A common method of measuring the relationship among speech varieties is to compare the degree of 
similarity in their vocabularies. This is referred to as lexical similarity. Speech communities that have 
more terms in common (thus a higher percentage of lexical similarity) are more likely to understand one 
another than speech communities that have fewer terms in common, though this is not always the case. 
Since only elicited words and simple verb constructions are analysed by this method, lexical similarity 
comparisons alone cannot indicate how well certain speech communities understand one other. It can, 
however, assist in obtaining a broad perspective of the relationships among speech varieties and give 
support for results using more sophisticated testing methods, such as comprehension studies. 

2.1.2 Procedures 

The method used in determining lexical similarity in this project was a 210-item wordlist, consisting of 
items of basic vocabulary, which has been standardised and contextualised for use in surveys of this type 
in South Asia. These wordlists were transcribed using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). 
Transcriptions are shown in Appendix B. 

Using the lexical similarity counting procedures described in Blair (1990:30–33), two speech varieties 
showing less than 60 per cent similarity are unlikely to be intelligible and may be considered as two 
different languages, or at least as very different dialects (Blair 1990:20). For speech varieties that have 
greater than 60 per cent similarity, intelligibility testing should be done to determine their relationship. 

2.1.3 Site selection 

In this study, eight wordlists were compared: five from Samuvel, Joshua, Koshy, and Abraham (2012), 
two collected on this survey, and one representing standard Hindi. The wordlists from the 2002 survey 
were rechecked during this survey. The rechecking was done in the villages where the wordlists were 
originally collected. The results of lexical similarity percentages after rechecking were ±5 per cent over 
the original percentages. Table 1 lists the locations5 where Dhundari and Shekhawati wordlists were 
obtained. (See also Map 2, Appendix A.) Appendix B give further information about the wordlists, along 
with their phonetic transcriptions. 

                                              
5 A tehsil is an administrative unit that consists of a city or town that serves as its headquarters, possibly additional 
towns, and a number of villages. As an entity of local government, it exercises certain fiscal and administrative 
power over the villages and municipalities within its jurisdiction. It is the ultimate executive agency for land records 
and related administrative matters. Its chief official is called the tehsildar or talukdar. 
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Table 1. Dhundari and Shekhawati wordlist sites 

 Village Tehsil District State 
Pathalvasa Bassi Jaipur Rajasthan 
Deladi Basuwa Dausa Rajasthan 
Bamorea Tonk Tonk Rajasthan 

Dhundari 

Jorpura Phulera Jaipur Rajasthan 
Bhagatpuraa Danth Ramgarh Sikar Rajasthan 
Badagaona Udaipurwati Jhunjhunu Rajasthan 

Shekhawati 

Chalkoia Churu Churu Rajasthan 
aIndicates wordlists from a previous survey (Samuvel, Joshua, Koshy, and Abraham 2012) that 
were rechecked. 

2.1.4 Results and analysis 

Table 2 shows the lexical similarity percentages matrix for the wordlists. Village and district names are 
given after the speech variety name. 

Table 2. Lexical similarity percentages matrix 

 

Dhundari – Pathalvas, Jaipur 
89 Dhundari – Deladi, Dausa 
84 81 Dhundari – Bamore, Tonk 
75 75 76 Dhundari – Jorpura, Jaipur 
78 74 79 81 Shehawati – Bhagatpura, Sikar 
75 74 75 75 80 Shekhawati – Badagaon, Jhunjhunu 
68 65 70 68 75  79 Shehawati – Chalkoi, Churu 
59 58 59 59 55 69  59 Hindi 

 

Among the Dhundari varieties, the range of lexical similarity is 75 to 89 per cent. The Dhundari variety 
of Pathalvas shows the highest lexical similarity with all Dhundari varieties. Pathalvas is situated close to 
Dausa, which is the geographic centre of the Dhundari region (Samuvel, Joshua, Koshy, and Abraham 
2012:37). Jorpura, which is in the western Dhundari region, yielded the lowest similarities with other 
Dhundari varieties (75 to 76 per cent). 

Within the Shekhawati varieties the lexical similarity is 75 to 80 per cent. A progression of variation 
among the Shekhawati varieties with respect to geographical locations (south to north) was observed. 
Bhagatpura is in the south, Badagaon in the middle and Chalkoi in the north. The lexical similarity is 80 
per cent between Bhagatpura and Badagaon, 79 per cent between Badagaon and Chalkoi, and 75 per 
cent between Bhagatpura and Chalkoi. This variation is not large. 

The lexical similarity range between Dhundari and Shekhawati varieties is 65 to 81 per cent. The 
wordlist from Chalkoi, which is in the extreme north of the Shekhawati region, shows the lowest 
similarities (65 to 70 per cent) with the Dhundari wordlists. If the Chalkoi variety is excluded from the 
analysis, the similarity between Dhundari and Shekhawati varieties comes to 74 to 81 per cent. In all 
three of these situations (within Dhundari, within Shekhawati, and between Dhundari and Shekhawati), 
the lexical similarity percentages are well above the 60 threshold threshold that indicates the need for 
intelligibility testing. 

The similarity of standard Hindi to the Dhundari and Shekhawati wordlists is below this 60 per cent 
threshold, except for the Badagaon Shekhawati wordlist, which had a similarity of 69 per cent with 
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Hindi. Overall, these results lead us to conclude that Dhundari and Shekhawati may be considered as 
languages that are distinct from Hindi. 

2.2 Dialect intelligibility 

2.2.1 Introduction 

It is not easy to define the terms ‘language’ and ‘dialect’. These terms are used in different ways. 
Common usage often applies the term ‘language’ to the large, prestigious languages that have an 
established written literature. The term ‘dialect’ is then used for all other speech varieties. Some linguists 
use ‘language’ to refer to speech varieties that share similar vocabularies, phonological and/or 
grammatical systems. Many times, the sense in which the two terms are used can vary. 

The researchers believe that an important factor in determining the distinction between a language and a 
dialect is how well language speakers can understand one another. Low intelligibility6 between two 
speech varieties, even if one has been classified as a dialect of the other, means that at least one group 
has difficulty in understanding the other (Grimes 2000:vi). Thus comprehension testing, which allows a 
look into the approximate understanding of natural speech, was an important component of this 
research. 

2.2.2 Procedures 

Recorded text testing (RTT) is one method to help assess the degree to which speakers of related 
linguistic varieties understand one another. A three- to five-minute natural, personal-experience 
narrative is recorded from a mother tongue speaker of the speech variety in question. Mother tongue 
speakers from differing speech varieties then listen to the recorded story and are asked questions (in 
their mother tongue), interspersed in the story, to test their comprehension. Subjects’ responses to the 
questions in the story are noted down and scored. A person’s score is considered a reflection of his 
comprehension of the text, and the average score of all subjects at a test site is indicative of the 
community’s intelligibility of the speech variety of the story’s origin. The standard deviation, or 
variation, of the subjects’ scores is also calculated. 

After answering comprehension questions for each story, subjects are then asked further questions, such 
as how much they could understand and their opinion on how good the language was. These post-RTT 
responses give insight into subjects’ perceptions, which can then be compared with their performance on 
the test. 

2.2.3 Site selection 

The RTT stories we used are from the Rajasthani preliminary overview survey (Samuvel, Joshua, Koshy, 
and Abraham 2012). These stories were hometown tested and used in that survey as part of testing the 
intelligibility of Jodhpur Marwari among Dhundari and Shekhawati speakers. Table 3 lists the sites 
where the RTTs were conducted during this survey. Map 2 (Appendix A) shows the village locations. 

                                              
6‘Intelligibility’ is a term that has often been used to refer to the level of understanding that exist between speech 
varieties. O’Leary (1994) argues that results of Recorded Text Testing should be discussed as comprehension scores 
on texts from different dialects, not as intelligibility scores nor as measures of ‘inherent intelligibility.’ Thus the term 
‘intelligibility’ has been used sparingly in this report, with the term ‘comprehension’ used more frequently. 
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Table 3. Dhundari, Shekhawati, and Marwari RTT sites on this survey 

Speech variety Village Tehsil District State 
Dhundari Natri Peeploo Tonk Rajasthan 
Dhundari Malarna Dausa Dausa Rajasthan 
Shekhawati Buntiya Churu Churu Rajasthan 
Shekhawati Singhasan Sikar Sikar Rajasthan 

 

2.2.4 Demographic profiles of the RTT sites 

Dhigariya 

The original Dhundari RTT (Samuvel, Joshua, Koshy, and Abraham 2012) was developed in this village, 
which is located fifteen kilometres from Dausa, the district headquarters. Geographically, it is in the 
middle of Dausa district. Most of the people of this village are Gujjars (low caste) or Rajputs (high caste). 
Although this village has had a secondary school for the last thirty years, the literacy rate is reported as 
below 50 per cent. 

Malarna 

Malarna is a rural village just four kilometres from Dhigariya village. According to the 2001 census, the 
population is 1,501 and the literacy rate is 57 per cent. Transport facilities to this village are very poor. 
The local people said the language of Malarna and Dhigariya is the same. 

Natri 

Natri village is situated approximately ten kilometres from Tonk, the district headquarters. The people of 
Natri claim to speak the central form of Dhundari within Tonk district. According to the 2001 census, the 
population of this village is 647 and the literacy rate is 33.6 per cent. Even though this is a rural village, 
transport facilities are good. 

Piprali 

The original Shekhawati RTT (Samuvel, Joshua, Koshy, and Abraham 2012) was developed in this 
village. Piprali is a comparatively large village with a population of more than 5,000. It is approximately 
fifteen kilometres from Sikar, the district headquarters. Geographically, the village lies in the centre of 
the Shekhawati area. 

Singhasan 

This village is around nineteen kilometres from Sikar town. According to 2001 census, the total 
population of this village is 2,339 and literacy rate is 70.8 per cent. The transport facilities to this village 
are considerably better than those of surrounding villages. 

Buntiya 

Buntiya village, located in Shekhawati region, is approximately seven kilometres from the district 
headquarters, Churu. According to 2001 census, the population of this village is 2,141 and the literacy 
rate is 79 per cent. The village has a higher secondary school and transport facilities are good. 
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2.2.5 Results and analysis 

While the intelligibility within each pair of the Dhundari and Shekhawati varieties needs comment, the 
degree of intelligibility between Dhundari and Shekhawati will be paid more attention, consistent with 
the research questions set forth in section 1.5. Table 4 shows the RTT results. 

Table 4. RTT results 

Language area Test sites  Tablet story 
(Dhundari) 

Snake story 
(Shekhawati) 

Natri 
(Tonk) 

avg 
sd 
n 

71 
23 
11 

(not tested) Dhundaria 

Malarna 
(Dausa) 

avg 
sd 
n 

91 
9 
10 

86 
7 
10 

Buntiya 
(Churu) 

avg 
sd 
n 

(not tested) 97 
6 
16 

Shekhawatia 

Singhasan 
(Sikar) 

avg 
sd 
n 

72 
15 
10 

94 
7 
10 

aThe original Hometown Test (HTT) results for the Dhundari ‘Tablet story’ (recorded and validated 
in Dhigariya village, Dausa district) were avg 99, sd 3, n 10; the original HTT results for the 
Shekhawati ‘Snake story’ were avg 100, sd 0, n 10 (Samuvel, Joshua, Koshy, and Abraham 
2012:38). 

In interpreting RTT results, three pieces of information are necessary. The first is average percentage 
(shown as ‘avg’ in table 4), which is the mean or average of all the participants’ individual scores on a 
particular story at a particular test site. Also necessary is a measure of how much individuals’ scores vary 
from the community average, called standard deviation (shown as ‘sd’ in table 4). The third important 
piece of information is the size of the sample, that is, the number of people that were tested (shown as 
‘n’ in table 4). To be truly representative of the community being studied, a sample should include 
people from significant demographic categories, such as both men and women, younger and older, and 
educated and uneducated. 

The relationship between test averages and standard deviation has been summarised by Blair (1990:25) 
and can be seen in table 5. 
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Table 5. Relationship between test averages and standard deviation 

Standard Deviation  
High Low 

High Situation 1 
Many people understand the 
story well, but some have 

difficulty. 

Situation 2 
Most people understand the 

story. 

 
Average 
Score 

Low Situation 3 
Many people cannot 

understand the story, but a 
few are able to answer 

correctly. 

Situation 4 
Few people are able to 
understand the story. 

 

Since results of field-administered methods such as recorded text testing cannot be completely isolated 
from potential biases, O’Leary (1994) recommends that results from RTTs not be interpreted in terms of 
fixed numerical thresholds, but rather be evaluated in light of other indicators of intelligibility such as 
lexical similarity, dialect opinions, and reported patterns of contact and communication. In general, 
however, RTT mean scores of around 80 per cent or higher with accompanying low standard deviations 
(usually 10 and below; high standard deviations are about 15 and above) are usually taken to indicate 
that representatives of the test point dialect display adequate understanding of the variety represented 
by the recording. Conversely, RTT means below 60 per cent are interpreted to indicate inadequate 
comprehension. 

RTT results 

Dhundari subjects in Malarna had an average score of 91 per cent with a standard deviation of 9, 
indicating that most people understood the story well. Dhundari subjects in Natri had an average score 
of 71 per cent with a standard deviation of 23, and Shekhawati subjects in Singhasan had an average 
score of 72 with a standard deviation 15. These results fall between Situations 1 and 2 described in Table 
5. The average scores are between the 60 per cent threshold indicating inadequate understanding and 
the 80 per cent threshold indicating adequate understanding. However, the high standard deviations do 
indicate a wide range of individual scores, showing that several subjects in each location had difficulty 
understanding the story. 

It is a bit unexpected that the subjects of Natri (Dhundari) scored almost the same as the Singhasan 
subjects (Shekhawati) on a Dhundari story. This may be due to several factors. The Dhundari ‘Tablet 
story’ is from a village in a different district. We did not develop a hometown test in the Natri Dhundari 
speech variety, so it is possible that subjects were still becoming familiar with the test-taking procedure 
as they listened to the Dhundari ‘Tablet story’. Moreover, the Dhundari people in and around Natri often 
refer to their speech variety as Dingl, an older speech variety in which the bards sang to their masters, 
from which the dialects of Rajasthan are said to have been derived (Samuvel, Joshua, Koshy, and 
Abraham 2012). It may also be that Natri subjects were not fully attentive to the ‘Tablet story’ as it is 
told at a somewhat slow pace, although this did not affect the scores of the Dhundari subjects in 
Malarna. 

The average scores of Shekhawati subjects on the Shekhawati ‘Snake story’ were 94 and 97 per cent with 
low standard deviations of 7 and 6 respectively. These numbers are in the acceptable range for 
hometown test results, so we may conclude that most of the Shekhawati subjects in these locations 
understand the Shekhawati speech variety represented in the story. 

The Dhundari subjects in Malarna scored 86 percent with a low standard deviation of 7. Although this 
average score is somewhat lower, it still indicates adequate comprehension. 
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Overall, it is evident that the Shekhawati story was understood better among the Dhundari subjects than 
was the Dhundari story among the Shekhawati subjects. 

Post -RTT results 

The following questions were asked after the subjects had listened to each story and responded to the 
comprehension questions about the story. 

Is the storyteller’s speech good? 

All of the subjects from the Dhundari and Shekhawati test sites said that the speech of the other variety, 
as represented by the RTT, is good. 

How different is the storyteller’s speech from your speech (not different, a little 
different, very different)? 

Most of the subjects said ‘a little different’. Only one or two subjects from each language group said ‘very 
different’. This is consistent with the fact that Dhundari and Shekhawati are closely related linguistically. 
The subjects pointed out the differences in words and in the way of speaking. 

How much of the story did you understand? 

All of the Dhundari subjects, except one, who listened to the Shekhawati story said they understood it 
fully. This response did not exactly correspond to their average score (86 per cent) on the story, but it 
does indicate a high level of perceived intelligibility. 

The next question compared the subjects’ perceived intelligibility of their own story or the other story. 

Which story (Dhundari or Shekhawati) was easier to understand? 

 Dhundari story Shekhawati story Both stories 

Dhundari (10 subjects) 1 3 6 
Shekhawati (9 subjects) 0 5 4 

 

Most people felt they could easily understand both stories. Three Dhundari subjects actually felt that the 
Shekhawati story was easier to understand than the Dhundari story, but none of the Shekhawati subjects 
felt this way about the Dhundari story. This further suggests that there is considerable perceived 
intelligibility of the Shekhawati speech variety among both Shekhawati and Dhundari subjects. 

3 Language use, attitudes, and vitality 

3.1 Introduction 

A study of language use patterns attempts to describe which languages or speech varieties members of a 
community use in different social situations, referred to as domains. Domains are social contexts in 
which the use of one language variety is considered more appropriate than another (Fasold 1984:183). A 
study of language attitudes tries to describe people’s feelings and preferences for their own language and 
other speech varieties around them. Language vitality refers to the health of a language and the 
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likelihood that it will continue to be spoken by mother tongue speakers in the foreseeable future. These 
three factors are important in determining the viability of a particular language and of a language 
development programme. 

3.2 Questionnaire sample 

A Language Use, Attitudes, and Vitality (LUAV) questionnaire, consisting of 26 questions, was the main 
method used to investigate language use, attitudes, and vitality among Dhundari and Shekhawati 
speakers. Each subject was asked as individually as possible in order to get his/her opinion exclusively. 
However, this was not always possible in villages, where people often gathered to watch. Interviews 
were conducted using Hindi. In cases where the respondents did not speak Hindi, interviews were done 
through a translator (between Hindi and Dhundari or Shekhawati). 

We interviewed a total of 77 subjects, 46 in the Dhundari language area and 31 in the Shekhawati 
language area. We chose data collection sites in all the districts of the Dhundari and Shekhawati area, 
except Sikar. One village was selected from each district. Details of sampling and the specific locations 
are given in Tables 6 and 7. See Map 2 (Appendix A) for village locations. 

Table 6. LUAV sample frame 

Dhundari Shekhawati  
Educated Uneducated Educated Uneducated 

Young 14 1 5 2 Male 

Old 8 4 6 2 
Young 7 3 8 2 Female 

Old 5 4 4 2 
 

Table 7. LUAV questionnaire sites and number of subjects in each site 

Language area Village Tehsil District State Number of subjects in each site 
Jorpura Jaipur Jaipur Rajasthan 18 
Dhigariya Dausa Dausa Rajasthan 9 Dhundari 

Bamore Tonk Tonk Rajasthan 19 
Buntiya Churu Churu Rajasthan 12 

Shekhawati 
Bakra Jhunjhunu Jhunjhunu Rajasthan 19 

3.3 Results and analysis 

When we analysed the data, we found that the responses of the Dhundari and Shekhawati subjects were 
fairly similar. Therefore we will look at them together, comparing them side-by-side and commenting on 
noticeable differences. 
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3.3.1 Language use 

Table 8. Domains of language use 

Dhundari Shekhawati What language do 
you use … MT Hindi Hindi and 

MT 
Others MT Hindi Hindi and 

MT 
Others 

At home 78% 15% 7% 0 100% 0% 0% 0% 
In the village 81% 17% 2% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
For marriage 
songs 

85% 13% 2% 0% 93% 0% 3% 3% 

With neighbouring 
villagers 

65% 24% 9% 2% 94% 3% 3% 0% 

At the market 46% 50% 4% 0% 80% 6% 13% 0% 
For prayers 44% 54% 0% 2% 77% 26% 3% 3% 
At school 16% 80% 0% 4% 58% 22% 10% 10% 
With government 
officers speaking 
your MT 

81% 17% 0% 2% 100% 0% 0% 0% 

With government 
officers speaking 
Hindi 

22% 76% 0% 2% 16% 84% 0% 0% 

 

Both Dhundari and Shekhawati subjects reported that the mother tongue is widely used in most of the 
vital domains of life: at home, in the village, for marriage songs, with neighbouring villagers, and even 
in government offices where the officer is a mother tongue speaker. In other domains, such as at the 
market, for prayers, at school, and with government officers who speak Hindi, subjects reported the use 
of Hindi as well as the mother tongue. 

When the responses of the Dhundari and Shekhawati subjects are compared, it becomes evident that in 
all the domains covered, the reported use of the mother tongue is higher among the Shekhawati. The 
most notable differences are in the domains of with neighbouring villagers, at the market, for prayers, 
and for school. We were not able to investigate factors that might contribute to these differences. 
However, these are domains in which greater use of Hindi might generally be expected, due to contact 
with people who may not speak the mother tongue. 

3.3.2 Language attitudes and vitality 

Language attitudes, whether positive or negative, will have a bearing on the vitality of the language. A 
positive attitude towards the mother tongue could mean that the language will be actively used in 
future, while a negative attitude towards the mother tongue could be an indication that the people might 
shift to another language. The responses to the following questions were analysed according to the 
reported language use and attitudes associated with children, with young people, and with parents or 
adults. 

What language do children use while they play? 

 MT Hindi Hindi & MT 
Dhundari subjects 61% 17% 22% 
Shekhawati subjects 97% 3% 0% 
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Among the Dhundari subjects, Hindi seems to have encroached more into this domain compared to 
Shekhawati. 

Do young people in your village speak Dhundari/Shekhawati as well as older people? 

 Yes No 
Dhundari subjects 92% 8% 
Shekhawati subjects 97% 3% 

 
The subjects did not hesitate to say that their young people speak the mother tongue as well as the older 
people. Affirmative answers were slightly higher among the Shekhawati than the Dhundari. 

Do young people in your village feel good about your language? 

 Yes No 
Dhundari subjects 92% 8% 
Shekhawati subjects 68% 32% 

 
The responses to this question were slightly unexpected. The researchers assumed that feeling good 
about the mother tongue would correspond to the reported mother tongue use. However, it turned out 
that more of the Dhundari subjects than Shekhawati subjects thought that their young people feel good 
about their language. 

What language do you want your children to learn first? 

 Hindi MT English English-Hindi-MT Others 
Dhundari subjects 50% 22% 15% 0% 13% 
Shekhawati subjects 26% 61% 0% 13% 0% 

 
About half of the Dhundari subjects wanted their children to learn Hindi first, unlike the Shekhawati 
subjects, most of whom wanted the mother tongue to be learned first. The subjects mentioned some 
reasons for the need to learn Hindi and English: ‘Dhundari (MT) can be used only in the village.’ ‘In 
order to communicate with outsiders, Hindi needs to be learnt.’ ‘English is the only way to grow up in 
the society.’ ‘English is an international language; we have to learn it first.’ 

What language is best for a Dhundari/Shekhawati mother to use when speaking 
to her young child? 

 MT Hindi Others 
Dhundari subjects 54% 41% 4% 
Shekhawati subjects 87% 13% 0% 

 
A large majority of Shekhawati subjects think the mother tongue is best to use between a mother and her 
young child. Dhundari subjects were almost evenly divided between the mother tongue and Hindi or 
other languages. 
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Would you be happy if your child spoke only Hindi? 

 Yes No 
Dhundari subjects 89% 11% 
Shekhawati subjects 90% 10% 

 
From both Dhundari and Shekhawati subjects, a large majority responded ‘yes’. This seems surprising in 
view of the positive attitudes also expressed towards the mother tongue. It may be that subjects were 
thinking of the economic and educational advantages of knowing Hindi. The subjects who said they 
would not be happy said that the Hindi language is necessary but the mother tongue needs to be learned 
as well. 

When the children of this village grow up and have their own children, do you 
think those children will speak your language? 

 Yes No 
Dhundari subjects 74% 26% 
Shekhawati subjects 77% 23% 

 
Most of the Dhundari and Shekhawati subjects expressed the belief that their languages will continue to 
be spoken by coming generations. 

3.3.3 Language development 

For language development planning, it is necessary to know the people’s motivation towards it and the 
kind of materials they would prefer in their language. 

Would you like your children to learn to read and write your language? 

 Yes No NA 
Dhundari 46% 52% 2% 
Shekhawati 35% 65% 0% 

 
Among those who said they are not interested, some gave the following reasons: Hindi is better for 
reading and writing, it is difficult to write their language (perhaps referring to symbols contained in their 
language not found in Hindi), some flatly said, ‘I don’t want this’, and others said they did not want their 
language to be used for educational purposes. 

How do you think it would be if you have Dhundari/Shekhawati medium schools? 

 Good Not good NA 
Dhundari 44% 54% 2% 
Shekhawati 68% 32% 0% 

 
While the subjects are not totally in favour of mother tongue education, neither do they show complete 
disapproval of it. The Shekhawati subjects were a bit more positive about a mother tongue medium 
school than the Dhundari subjects. Some reasons mentioned were: ‘It is a waste; people look down on 
people who speak Dhundari in towns.’ ‘Such a medium is not necessary.’ ‘Only Hindi and English are 
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useful.’ ‘It will be strange to have such a medium.’ These results indicate that anyone attempting mother 
tongue language development would need to make the effort to raise awareness of the potential benefits 
of vernacular literacy. 

What kind of books would you prefer to read (to the illiterate: if you knew how 
to read) in your language? 

Both the Dhundari and the Shekhawati subjects said they would prefer religious books (such as the 
Mahabharata) and storybooks. A few subjects mentioned books on agricultural topics. Since many of 
these people make their living from farming, this might be of help to them. Also there are a few 
agricultural colleges in the region. Graduates of those colleges might be interested in contributing 
articles in the field of their interest. 

Do you listen to radio/TV when programmes come on in your language? 

At present there are radio and television programmes broadcast from Jaipur city, the capital city of 
Rajasthan. People said that these programmes use a mixture of all the Rajasthani dialects. Most of the 
people we interviewed said that they watch television programmes regularly. 

What kind of additional programmes would you expect in your language? 

As relevant to the culture, most of the subjects said they look forward to having more of Gorband, a 
programme of folksongs broadcast from Jaipur, as well as religious and cultural programmes, drama and 
agricultural lessons. At present Gorband is the only programme available on television. 

4 Bilingualism 

4.1 Introduction 

Hindi, the national language of India, has been the language of education as well the official language in 
Rajasthan. There is ample literature available in Hindi today. If speakers of Dhundari and Shekhawati 
are not bilingual enough in Hindi to understand the concepts found in written materials, then vernacular 
language development would likely prove beneficial. 

Motivation (desire to learn the Hindi language, in this case) and opportunity (exposure to or contacts 
with the Hindi language and its speakers) are two of the most important factors that produce 
bilingualism. Depending on these factors, different individuals or sections of the community are 
proficient to varying degrees. The motivation may also be economic, religious, altruistic or for self-
preservation. Opportunity is related to certain demographic factors such as education, age, and gender.  

4.2 Tested levels of bilingualism in Hindi 

4.2.1 Sentence Repetition Testing (SRT) procedures 

The Hindi SRT (developed by Varenkamp in 1991) consists of eighteen carefully selected sentences 
recorded in Hindi. The first three sentences are for the subjects to get familiar with the testing situation, 
while the next fifteen sentences are for the actual test—these sentences were scored. The test starts with 
short, simple sentences in Hindi, and the sentences become progressively longer and more complex in 
grammar. The test was administered individually with each subject listening through headphones. Each 
sentence is played once for each subject and the subject is given the opportunity to repeat the sentence 
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exactly the same way. Each sentence is scored according to a four-point scale (0–3) for a maximum of 45 
points. Each subject is evaluated on his ability to repeat each sentence accurately. Any deviation from 
the recorded sentences is counted as an error and one point is subtracted for that sentence, down to zero. 
A subject’s ability to accurately repeat the sentences of increasing difficulty is directly correlated with 
the ability to speak and understand the language: the higher the score, the higher the bilingual 
proficiency. 

The scores that the subjects made were compared with the corresponding Reported Proficiency 
Equivalent (RPE), which rates the speakers from RPE 0+ (very minimal proficiency) to RPE 4+ 
(approaching the proficiency level of a native speaker). Table 9 shows the relationship between the SRT 
scores, the RPE levels, and the proficiency descriptions (Varenkamp 1991:9). 

Table 9. Hindi SRT score ranges with corresponding RPE levels 

Hindi SRT score  
(out of 45) 

RPE level Proficiency description 

44 - 45 4+ Near native speaker 
38 - 43 4 Excellent proficiency 
32 - 37 3+ Very good, general proficiency 
26 - 31 3 Good, general proficiency 
20 - 25 2+ Good, basic proficiency 
14 - 19 2 Adequate, basic proficiency 
08 - 13 1+ Limited, basic proficiency 
04 - 07 1 Minimal, limited proficiency 
00 - 03 0+ Very minimal proficiency 

 

Hatfield et. al. (2007:3) note that,  

Development of a Sentence Repetition Test (SRT) (Radloff 1991) has 
resulted in wide employment of this efficient technique for estimating 
the bilingual proficiency profile of an entire community. The accepted 
standard is the Oral Proficiency Interview as developed by the U.S. 
Foreign Service Institute. The Second Language Oral Proficiency 
Evaluation (SLOPE) was adapted from it by SIL (1987) to be used in 
preliterate societies. 

Although the RPE uses the same numerical system as the Foreign Service Institute (FSI), the Interagency 
Language Roundtable (ILR), and SLOPE, it is not identical. Reviews of SRT studies (Hatfield et. al. 2007) 
have shown that there is not a strict correlation between RPE and these measures of bilingual 
proficiency. This must be remembered when analysing and interpreting SRT results. 

4.2.2 Variables and sampling for SRT 

The variables deemed most likely to influence bilingualism in this study were education, age, and 
gender. Focussing on these characteristics, the researchers investigated the variations between subjects 
from the following subgroups: educated (5th standard and above) and uneducated (0 to 4th standard); 
younger (age 16 to 35) and older (age 36 and above); male and female. 

4.2.3 Demographic profiles of the SRT sites 

We conducted the Hindi SRT in four sites, two in the Dhundari language area and two in the Shekhawati 
language area. In each area, we chose one site that was relatively inaccessible (and thus likely to have 
less contact with Hindi) and one that was more accessible. Table 10 shows the test site information. 
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Table 10. SRT sites in the Dhundari and Shekhawati regions 

 Village Tehsil District State 
Malawas Sikrai Dausa Rajasthan Dhundari 

Chandlai Tonk Tonk Rajasthan 
Sukhpura Sri Madhopur Sikar Rajasthan Shekhawati 

Lalpur Jhunjhunu Jhunjhunu Rajasthan 
 

In the Dhundari region, the two villages were Malawas and Chandlai. Malawas is a village in a remote 
area in Dausa district, where transportation facilities are quite poor. People walk along an unpaved road 
for three kilometres to reach the nearest bus stand. Only the Minas, a tribal group that speaks Dhundari, 
live in the village. Other people groups, Sharma (a high caste) and Gujjar (a low caste), live in 
neighbouring villages. The total population of Malawas is 822, of whom 64 per cent are reported to be 
literate (Census of India 2001). 

Chandlai is a village well-connected to the main road, located ten kilometres east of the district capital, 
Tonk. Many youths work outside the village and even in other states for different jobs. Several people 
are self-employed in their own shops, clinics, private businesses, etc. The total population is 1,528 and 
the literacy rate is 47 per cent (Census of India 2001). 

The two villages in the Shekhawati region were Sukhpura and Lalpur. Sukhpura is one of the remotest 
villages found in Sikar district. This village is situated at the foot of the Aravalli ranges and is surrounded 
on three sides by those hills. No bus or jeep services are available for three kilometres from the village. It 
is not even mentioned in the atlas or the 2001 Census of India village list. The village is settled according 
to caste. Sainiks, a high caste, occupy one end of the village and Gujjars, a lower caste, the other end. 
They have one primary school. Although the village is so isolated geographically, we met many educated 
people and even a few people who had been to other countries for work. 

Lalpur is located close to the district headquarters, Jhunjhunu town. The travel facilities are very good. 
There are seven schools up to 12th standard. It was reported that the village consisted of 800 houses with 
a population of 8,000. Several communities live together in this village. People claim a 100 per cent 
literacy rate among villagers below twenty years of age. We met lots of graduate and post-graduate 
youths. Most of the college students attend colleges in Jhunjhunu town. 

4.2.4 Results and analysis 

Tables 11 and 12 give the SRT results among Dhundari and Shekhawati speakers according to education, 
age, and gender. The key for the abbreviations used in these tables is: n = number of subjects, avg 
=average score, RPE = RPE level, sd = standard deviation. 
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Table 11. Dhundari SRT results according to education, age, and gender 

Gender Age Educated Uneducated Total 

Younger n = 29 
avg = 36 
sd = 6 

RPE = 3+ 

n = 7 
avg = 23 
sd = 6 

RPE = 2+ 

Male 

Older n = 17 
avg = 34 
sd = 7 

RPE = 3+ 

n = 9 
avg = 23 
sd = 8 

RPE = 2+ 

n = 62 
avg = 32 
sd = 8 

RPE = 3+ 
 

Younger n = 9 
avg = 31 
sd = 9 
RPE = 3 

n = 10 
avg = 14 
sd = 7 
RPE = 2 

Female 

Older n = 1 
avg = 10 
sd = 0 

RPE = 1+ 

n = 7 
avg = 14 
sd = 8 
RPE = 2 

n = 27 
avg = 19 
sd = 11 
RPE = 2 

 

Table 12. Shekhawati SRT results according to education, age, and gender 

Gender Younger/older Educated Uneducated Total 

Younger n = 25 
avg = 36 
sd = 7 

RPE = 3+ 

n = 8 
avg = 20 
sd = 10 
RPE = 2+ 

Male 

Older n = 20 
avg = 33 
sd = 7 

RPE = 3+ 

n = 8 
avg = 15 
sd = 8 
RPE = 2 

n = 61 
avg = 30 
sd = 11 
RPE = 3 

Younger n = 14 
avg = 33 
sd = 8 

RPE = 3+ 

n = 11 
avg = 12 
sd = 5 

RPE = 1+ 

Female 

Older n = 0 n = 10 
avg = 17 
sd = 11 
RPE = 2 

n = 35 
avg = 22 
sd = 12 
RPE = 2+ 

 

Since the original development of the Hindi SRT, it has generally been assumed that an RPE level of 3+ 
is the minimum necessary to be able to use complex written materials in Hindi effectively. Based on this 
criterion, only the educated and male Dhundari subjects (with average scores at RPE level 3+) are 
adequately bilingual in Hindi. 

Education and gender are the variables that have the maximum impact on the SRT results among 
Dhundari subjects. The average scores of educated subjects and male subjects were equivalent to RPE 
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level 3+ (‘very good, general proficiency’). In contrast, female and uneducated subjects scored at RPE 
levels 1+, 2, and  2+. 

Among Shekhawati subjects, education had the strongest effect on SRT scores. Educated subjects had an 
overall average score equivalent to RPE level 3+, while uneducated subjects scored at RPE level 2. 
There was less difference based on gender among Shekhawati subjects: only one-half RPE level (3 for 
males and 2+ for females). 

4.3 Self-reported and observed bilingualism in Hindi 

4.3.1 Questionnaire results and analysis 

In the Language Use, Attitude, and Vitality (LUAV) questionnaires, six questions were designed to probe 
the self-reported bilingual ability of Dhundari and Shekhawati speakers. 

Dhundari 

How did you learn Hindi? 

Among the 36 Dhundari subjects who said they speak Hindi, 89 per cent of them said they learned Hindi 
at school. A few learned at home and from interactions with outsiders. These responses are in line with 
the SRT results indicating that education is the main factor influencing bilingualism among the Dhundari 
people. 

Are there any Dhundari people who speak only Hindi? 

This question was to find out if any Dhundari speakers had shifted to Hindi. The responses were 
unanimous that there are no such individuals among them. 

The next two questions were to assess how the subjects evaluate their Hindi comprehension. 

How much do you understand the news in Hindi that comes on radio/television? 

Only 14 per cent (out of 45 subjects) confessed they did not understand everything. 

Have you ever faced a situation where you could not answer in Hindi? 

The people who said they have had such difficulty were 20 per cent (a slight increase compared to the 
previous question). The people who said they had difficulty were mostly uneducated subjects. One man 
also commented that the uneducated frequently faced difficulty speaking in Hindi. 

Shekhawati 

How did you learn Hindi? 

Among the Shekhawati subjects, 92 per cent said they learned Hindi in school, a slightly higher 
percentage than among the Dhundari. Only two Shekhawati subjects said they learned Hindi from 
talking with Hindi speakers. 
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How much do you understand the news in Hindi that comes on radio/television? 

Only twenty-two per cent of the Shekhawati respondents said they can follow everything. One subject 
said bluntly, ‘I cannot understand 60 per cent.’ 

Have you ever faced a situation where you could not answer in Hindi? 

Twenty-one per cent said that they have had such a problem. One man also said he finds it difficult to 
speak in Hindi. 

4.3.2 Observations 

The researchers observed that in almost all cases, women and some uneducated men replied only in 
Dhundari or Shekhawati when interviews were conducted. They face difficulty in replying in Hindi, 
though they understand it to some extent, they said. In fact one man said, ‘No matter how well a 
Marwari7 speaks Hindi, the local mixing cannot be eliminated.’ 

5 Summary of findings and recommendations 

5.1 Summary of findings 

5.1.1 Dialect areas 

The lexical similarity range within the four Dhundari wordlists was 75 to 89 per cent. Within the three 
Shekhawati wordlists, the range was from 75 to 80 per cent. The lexical similarity between the Dhundari 
and Shekhawati wordlists (excluding Chalkoi) ranges from 74 to 81 per cent. This is close to the 
similarities within the Dhundari and Shekhawati varieties. 

The Shekhawati RTT story was better understood by the Dhundari subjects than the Dhundari RTT story 
was by the Shekhawati subjects. The Dhundari subjects expressed high levels of acceptance and 
perceived intelligibility of the Shekhawati speech variety as well. Thus, a language project initiated in 
the Shekhawati area, preferably in Sikar, could most probably be extended to the Dhundari-speaking 
people. 

5.1.2 Language use, attitudes, and vitality 

Both Dhundari and Shekhawati subjects reported high levels of mother tongue use in the domains of 
home, village, with other villagers, for marriage songs and with government officers who speak the 
mother tongue. Shekhawati subjects reported somewhat higher levels of mother tongue use when 
compared with Dhundari subjects. 

Dhundari and Shekhawati people are generally positive towards their mother tongue, as well as towards 
Hindi. The people reported that younger people speak their mother as well as the older people do. More 
of the Shekhawati subjects (61 per cent) than the Dhundari subjects (22 per cent) felt that their children 
should learn the mother tongue first. Similarly, a higher percentage of Shekhawati subjects think that 
mother tongue is best to use when a mother speaks to her young child. The subjects were confident that 
their language will continue to be used in the years to come. 

                                              
7The Dhundari also call themselves Marwari. 
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Responses indicated that the Dhundari and Shekhawati people are not very interested in learning to read 
and write in their own languages. At present they seem to be more positive towards Hindi literacy and 
education, even though many people are not that proficient in Hindi. However, there is interest in 
vernacular folk songs and dramas. 

5.1.3 Bilingualism 

The results of the Dhundari and Shekhawati subjects on the Hindi SRT indicated that many people, 
especially the uneducated and women, are probably not bilingual enough in Hindi to use materials in 
that language effectively. The main factor that influences bilingualism among Dhundari and Shekhawati 
people appears to be education level. The educated men and women consistently scored at higher levels 
(RPE 3+) compared to the uneducated (RPE 2+). In response to questions related to bilingualism, 
almost all subjects said they learned Hindi at school; very few said they learned Hindi from the contacts 
they had with outsiders. 

5.2 Recommendations 

The researchers conclude that a single project for both Dhundari and Shekhawati speakers would likely 
meet the language development needs of both communities. Although ongoing assessment will be 
helpful, the results of this survey indicate that Shekhawati should be well understood and accepted by 
the Dhundari community. The language development team could start their work in the Sikar district or 
close to Sikar town, which is considered the location of the standard variety of Shekhawati. 

Even with positive attitudes towards Hindi medium education, it is likely many Dhundari and 
Shekhawati speakers, especially the uneducated, would benefit from a vernacular literacy programme. 
Promotion would be an important part of such a programme. In addition, speakers expressed interest in 
radio and television programmes in their mother tongue. Therefore it is worthwhile to consider 
producing audio and video materials as well as written materials.
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Appendix A. Maps 

Map 1. Shekhawati and Dhundari regions 
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Map 2. Shekhawati and Dhundari research sites 
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Appendix B. Wordlists 

Lexical similarity counting procedures8 

A standardised list of 210 vocabulary items was collected from speakers at key locations for each of the 
language varieties studied in this survey. In standard procedure, the 210 words are elicited from a person 
who has grown up in the target locality. Ideally, the list is then collected a second time from another 
speaker. Any differences in responses are examined in order to identify (1) inaccurate responses due to 
misunderstanding of the elicitation cue, (2) loan words offered in response to the language of elicitation 
when indigenous terms are actually still in use, and (3) terms that are simply at different places along 
the generic-specific lexical scale. Normally, a single term is recorded for each item of the wordlist. 
However, more than one term is recorded for a single item when synonymous terms are apparently in 
general use or when more than one specific term occupies the semantic area of a more generic item on 
the wordlist. Some speech varieties, for example distinguished between a small and a large stone, or a 
holy river from an ordinary river. In these cases, both terms were recorded. 

Wordlists were compared using the ‘inspection’ method in determining whether items with similar 
meaning were similar phonetically. The comparative method, used to identify genuine cognates based on 
a network of sound correspondences, was not applied, since the purpose of this study was synchronic in 
nature. 

Various methods have been proposed for deciding whether two forms are similar. The following 
guidelines outlined by Blair (1990:31–32) were used. Two forms are judged to be phonetically similar if 
at least half of the segments compared are the same (category 1), and of the remaining segments at least 
half are rather similar (category 2). For example, if two items of eight segments in length are compared, 
these words are judged to be similar if at least four segments are virtually the same and at least two 
more are rather similar. The criteria applied are as follows: 

Category 1 
Contoid (consonant-like) segments that match exactly 
Vocoid (vowel-like) segments that match exactly or differ by only one articulatory feature 
Phonetically similar segments (of the sort that are frequently found as allophones) that are seen 

to correspond in at least three pairs of words 
Category 2 

All other phonetically similar non-vocalic pairs of segments that are not supported by at least 
three pairs of words 

Vowels that differ by two or more articulatory features 
Category 3 

Pairs of segments that are not phonetically similar 
A segment that is matched by no segment in the corresponding item and position 

Blair (1990:32) writes, ‘In contextualizing these rules to specific surveys in South Asia, the following 
differences between two items are ignored: (a) interconsonantal [ə], (b) word initial, word final, or 
intervocalic [h, ɦ], (c) any deletion which is shown to be the result of a regularly occurring process in a 
specific environment.’ 

The following table summarises lower threshold limits for considering words of a specified length 
(number of segments or phones) as phonetically similar: 

                                              
8This description of lexical similarity counting procedures is partially adapted from that found in Appendix A of 
O’Leary (1992). 
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Word length Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 
2 2 0 0 
3 2 1 0 
4 2 1 1 
5 3 1 1 
6 3 2 1 
7 4 2 1 
8 4 2 2 
9 5 2 2 
10 5 3 2 
11 6 3 2 
12 6 3 3 

Modifications to the lexical similarity grouping procedures 

1. For many items, words were grouped based on what appeared to be a common root morpheme, rather 
than based on words as a whole. This was especially true for verbs. Indo-Aryan languages often 
distinguish gender or size by a final vowel. Because elicitations were not always consistent in this regard, 
the final vowel was disregarded in the comparison of some items. 

2. Due to the fact that the wordlist data were field transcriptions, resulting in occasional inaccuracies in 
the elicitation and transcription of the data, in some clusters of words consonant correspondences that 
would normally be considered category 2 were counted as category 1. Dental and retroflex sounds such 
as [t]̪ / [ʈ], as well as aspirated and unaspirated sounds such as [g] / [gɦ] were sometimes (though not 
always) counted as category 1. [l], [l]̪ and [ɭ] were always grouped as category 1. 

3. In the case of metathesis, the relevant segments were grouped as similar. Reduplicated syllables were 
also accepted in the same category grouping. 

4. Geminates were considered as one segment, and were grouped as category 2 when compared with a 
non-geminate counterpart. Certain vowel and semi-vowel correspondences, such as [u] / [ʋ] and [j] / 
[i] were also considered to be category 2. 

5. As seen in the previous table, comparison of a two- segment word must have both segments in 
category 1. Since the rationale for the distribution is that at least half of the segments compared should 
be category 1, this principle was applied to two-segment words so that a distribution of 1–1–0 was 
considered similar. 

6. In early uses of this method, two relaxations of the criteria were thought to be practical, and were 
accepted for the analysis of this survey: 

(a) An increase in the number of segments in category 3 is permitted if it is compensated by an increase 
in the number of segments in category 1. For example, the criterion for a word of six segments is a 
distribution of 3–2–1.However, under this relaxation of the criterion the following distribution of 
segments is also acceptable: 4–0–2. 

(b) An exhaustive search for corresponding segments was not conducted to determine those 
correspondences that are supported by three examples in the wordlists. Instead, the correspondences that 
were readily identified were noted. 
One instance of (b) was the [s] / [ʃ] correspondence frequently seen in the dialects of the northwest of 
Garhwal. The other was the elision of final vowels frequently seen in Rathi and Kumauni. These 
correspondences were regarded as category 1. 

7. Honorific suffixes were disregarded in the analysis. 
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8. Low-stress syllables, such as word medial syllables with [h], were grouped with words not containing 
the syllable. 

9. Field transcriptions were made consistent for the purpose of analysis. For example, [ũg] and [uŋ] were 
considered category 1. Also, initial [s] or [ʃ] followed by a high front vowel such as in [sijɑl] was 
modified to [sjɑl] and categorised accordingly. 

After pairs of items on two wordlists had been determined to be phonetically similar or dissimilar 
according to the criteria stated above, the percentage of items judged similar was calculated. This 
procedure was repeated for all linguistic varieties under consideration in the survey. The pair by pair 
counting procedure was greatly facilitated by use of the WordSurv computer program. It should noted 
that the wordlist entries are field transcriptions and have not undergone through phonological and 
grammatical analysis. 

Symbols used for wordlists in the wordlist transcriptions 

Symbol Language Village Tehsil District 
s Dhundari Pathalvas Bassi Jaipur 

D Dhundari Deladi Basuwa Dausa 

N Dhundari Bamore Tonk Tonk 
J Dhundari Jorpura Phulera Jaipur 
B Shekhawati Bhagatpur Danth Ramgarh Sikar 
A Shekhawati Badagaon Udaipurwati Jhunjhunu 
P Shekhawati Chalkoi Churu Churu 
h Hindi (Standard)    
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Wordlist transcriptions

1. body 
ɖil    [ABDNPs] 
ʃəɾiɾ   [h] 
ʃʌɾiɾ   [DJ] 
 

2. head 
ɠɦopəɖi   [P] 
kɔpʌɽi   [A] 
mat ̪ha   [DJN] 
mat ̪hɔ   [DNs] 
mat ̪hʌ   [B] 
mʌstʌ̪k   [A] 
sɪɾ    [Ah] 
 

3. hair 
bal    [AJNh] 
baɭɨ   [B] 
baɭə   [DNs] 
dʒʌʈa   [B] 
kes    [P] 
ɾuŋgɨtʌ̪   [B] 
ɾuŋgkʈʌ  [N] 
ɾuŋgta̪   [A] 
 

4. face 
mʊkh   [h] 
mʊɳɖa   [J] 
muɳɖa   [DN] 
munɖɔ   [BNs] 
mũh   [AJh] 
ʈhobəɖi   [P] 
t͡sɔktə   [A] 
tʃɜhəɾa   [h] 
t ̪hɔbɖa   [B] 
t ̪hɔbɖɔ   [A] 
tu̪tɖ̪ɔ   [N] 
 

5. eye 
akh    [A] 
aŋkhja   [N] 
ãkh    [Bh] 
ãkhja   [s] 
ãŋkh   [DJ] 
dɪ̪d̪ː a   [A] 
mʊkh   [h] 
neɳ,nen  [P] 
 

6. ear 
kan    [ABDJPhs] 
kanɐɖɔ   [N] 
 

7. nose 
nɐkhi   [P] 
nak    [ABDJNhs] 
 

8. mouth 
dʒɛban   [A] 
mu    [P] 
mʊɳɖa   [J] 
mʊɳɖɔ   [N] 
muɳɖɔ   [BDs] 
mũh   [AJh] 
thobəɖi   [P] 
 

9. tooth 
dɐ̪n̪t ̪   [P] 
d̪an̪t ̪   [A] 
d̪ãn̪t ̪   [N] 
d̪ãt ̪    [BDJNhs] 
 

10. tongue 
dʒib   [NPs] 
dʒibɦ   [ABDJNh] 
 

11. breast 
ɕina   [AJ] 
hivuɖʌ   [B] 
tʃati̪   [ADNhs] 
tʃhɐti̪   [P] 
tʃhati̪   [B] 
 

12. belly 
dʒɛdə̪   [A] 
pɛʈ    [h] 
peʈ    [ABDJNPs] 
 

13. arm 
bajẽ   [J] 
baʋɭijɔ   [J] 
bãh   [h] 
bãvɭjʌ   [B] 
budʒɐ   [P] 
haʈh   [N] 
hat ̪   [ABDs] 
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hat ̪h   [Nh] 
kʌn̪da̪   [A] 
 

14. elbow 
kɔɳi   [ADs] 
kohəni   [h] 
kʊɳi   [P] 
kuɳi   [BJN] 
 

15. palm 
hɐt ̪heɭi   [s] 
hɐt ̪heɭɔ   [N] 
hɐt ̪heli   [h] 
hʌtheɭɔ   [N] 
hʌte̪ɭi   [J] 
hʌt ̪heɭi   [AP] 
hʌt ̪heli   [B] 
hʌt ̪hleʈi   [D] 
 

16. finger 
ɐg̃ʊli   [h] 
aŋgɨɭɛjã  [N] 
aŋgəɭi   [DPs] 
aŋgli   [B] 
aŋgʌɭɛjã  [J] 
aŋgʌɭi   [A] 
angɐɭɪja  [N] 
 

17. fingernail 
nɐkh   [h] 
nɐkhun   [h] 
nɔ    [D] 
nu    [ABJNP] 
nʊ    [s] 
 

18. leg 
aŋgɖɔ   [B] 
khʊɭɖɔ   [B] 
pɐg    [DJNs] 
pɐjɾ   [h] 
pəiɾ   [h] 
peɾ    [J] 
pʌg    [ABP] 
ʈãg    [h] 
 

19. skin 
khɐlʌ   [P] 
khal   [ADJNs] 
khalʌɖi   [B] 
tʃəməɖa  [h] 
 

20. bone 
hɐɖə   [P] 
haɖ  [N] 
haɖɨ   [B] 
haɖə   [DJNs] 
həɖɖi   [h] 
hʌɖːi   [A] 
 

21. heart 
dɐ̪l    [N] 
dɪ̪l    [A] 
hiʋɖɔ   [B] 
hɾidə̪i   [h] 
kɐɭedʒa  [s] 
kaɭdʒijɔ  [J] 
kʌɭɛdʒa  [D] 
kʌɭedʒa  [A] 
kʌɭedʒæ  [P] 
kʌɭedʒɔ  [N] 
 

22. blood 
khun   [Dh] 
lɔi    [ADJNs] 
lohi   [AP] 
loi    [BP] 
lʌu    [J] 
lo̪ji    [B] 
ɾɐktɾ̪ə   [h] 
 

23. urine 
no entry  [BNPs] 
mutə̪   [A] 
mutɾ̪ə   [h] 
 

24. faeces 
no entry  [BNPs] 
gu    [A] 
gʊh   [h] 
mɐl   [h] 
ʈɐʈʈi   [h] 
 

25. village 
ɖɦaɳi   [J] 
gam   [AP] 
gaũ    [h] 
gãʋ    [BDJNs] 
 

26. house 
gɦɐɾ   [DNhs] 
gɦʌɾ   [A] 
gʌɾ    [P] 
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helli   [B] 
məkan   [h] 
mʌkan   [AJ] 
mʌkkan  [B] 
ʌveli   [A] 
 

27. roof 
ɖagɭa   [Ds] 
dʒupa   [BJ] 
maɭɪja   [A] 
tʃɐpːɐɾ   [N] 
tʃɐti̪   [P] 
tʃan   [ABs] 
tʃhhət ̪   [h] 
tʃhʌpəɖa  [J] 
tsat ̪   [A] 
 

28. door 
baɳːɔ   [N] 
baɳɔ   [s] 
baɾəɳə   [P] 
baɾɳɔ   [B] 
də̪ɾʋaza  [h] 
dʌ̪ɾvadʒa  [A] 
kɪʋãɖə   [D] 
kĩʋaɖ   [J] 
kʊãɽ   [A] 
 

29. firewood 
bɐɭitɔ̪   [Ds] 
bʌɭita̪   [J] 
bʌɭitɔ̪   [N] 
bʌɭitʌ̪   [B] 
kaɳʈi   [A] 
kʌʈpaɖ   [B] 
lɛkiɖi   [P] 
ləkəɖi   [h] 
tʃhʌɭɖi   [B] 
tʃʌɽi   [A] 
 

30. broom 
baɾi   [B] 
bari   [A] 
bɦuɐɾi   [P] 
bʊaɾi   [DJs] 
bʊaɾɔ   [N] 
dʒɦaɖu   [h] 
 

31. mortar 
khəɾəl   [h] 
ɔkhɭi   [DN] 

okhəli   [hs] 
okhɭi   [N] 
ũkhaɭɨ   [B] 
ũkhɭi   [J] 
ũkhʌɭi   [AP] 
 

32. pestle 
lõɖɦa   [h] 
musɐl   [N] 
musɐɭ   [s] 
musəi   [h] 
musʌl   [A] 
musʌɭ   [P] 
musʌɭɨ   [B] 
musʌɭə   [DN] 
mũsʌɭə   [J] 
mũsʌɭi   [J] 
 

33. hammer 
gɦən   [h] 
hɐt ̪hoɖi   [DNs] 
hət ̪hoɖi   [h] 
hʌd̪ɦɔɖa  [A] 
hʌt ̪hɔɖa  [BD] 
hʌt ̪hɔɖɔ  [B] 
hʌt ̪hɔɽi   [N] 
hʌto̪ɖi   [JP] 
 

34. knife 
tʃɐkku   [DJNs] 
tʃaku   [Nh] 
tʃʊɾi   [h] 
tʃʌkːu   [ABP] 
 

35. axe 
kɐɾʋaɖɪjɔ  [s] 
khɐɾʋaɖi  [N] 
kʊhaɖ   [A] 
kʊlhaɖi  [h] 
kʌɾuaɽi   [N] 
kʌɾʋaɖi  [D] 
kũaɖi   [B] 
kũaɖijʌ  [B] 
kũʋaɖi   [J] 
kwɐɖi   [P] 
 

36. rope 
dʒeʊɽi   [AN] 
dʒeʋɖa   [BDJ] 
dʒeʋɖi   [NPs] 
dʒeʋʌɖi  [B] 
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ɾəssi   [h] 
ɾʌssɔ   [J] 
 

37. thread 
ɖɔɾa   [N] 
ɖoɾa   [JNh] 
ɖoɾɔ   [J] 
dɔɾi   [B] 
dɔɾɔ   [B] 
dɔɾʌ   [B] 
d̪ɦaga   [h] 
dɔ̪ɾa   [A] 
sut ̪    [h] 
ta̪ga   [AD] 
ta̪gɔ   [Ns] 
tʌ̪gɔ   [P] 
 

38. needle 
ɕivɳi   [N] 
ʃiʋɳi   [J] 
soji    [B] 
sʊi    [hs] 
sʊjɪ    [N] 
sui   [ADNP] 
 

39. cloth 
gabɔ   [J] 
gʌbːə   [B] 
kəpəɖa   [h] 
kʌpʌɖə   [P] 
kʌpʌɽa   [A] 
lɐt ̪ː a   [Ns] 
lɛt ̪ː a   [D] 
 

40. ring 
ɐg̃uʈhi   [h] 
biʈi    [s] 
mʊd̃ə̪ɾi   [h] 
mun̪d̪ɖi  [AP] 
mun̪d̪əɖi  [BDJNs] 
mun̪d̪əɽi  [N] 
 

41. sun 
sʊɾdʒi   [B] 
suɾɐdʒ   [DJNs] 
suɾədʒ   [h] 
suɾʌdʒ   [AP] 
suɾɐ̪dʒ   [N] 
 

42. moon 
tʃɐn̪t ̪   [P] 
tʃan̪d̪   [ABDJNs] 
tʃãd ̪   [h] 
tʃəndɾ̪əma  [h] 
tʃʌn̪dɾ̪əma  [JN] 
tʃʌn̪dɾ̪ma  [D] 
tʃʌn̪dɾ̪ʌma  [A] 
 

43. sky 
ɐkɐʃ   [BP] 
ɐsmɐn   [P] 
akaɕ   [BNs] 
akaʃ   [ANh] 
bad̪ɭɔ   [DN] 
bad̪ʌɭ   [A] 
ʌmʌaɾ   [J] 
 

44. star 
sɪta̪ɾa   [J] 
tɐ̪ɾɐ   [P] 
ta̪ɾa   [DNh] 
ta̪ɾi    [s] 
ta̪ɾʌ   [B] 
ta̪ɾa̪   [N] 
ta̪ra   [A] 
ta̪re̪   [s] 
tʌ̪rʌ   [J] 
 

45. rain 
bɛɾkhɐ   [B] 
bəɾəʂ   [h] 
bɪɾkha   [P] 
bɪɾkhʌ   [B] 
bʌɾkha   [N] 
bʌɾʃat ̪   [A] 
me    [BP] 
meu   [D] 
meu   [s] 
mẽ    [J] 
wəɾʂa   [h] 
 

46. water 
dʒəl   [h] 
paɳi   [ABDJNPs] 
pani   [Ah] 
 

47. river 
nɐn̪di̪   [JNs] 
nədi̪   [Ph] 
nʌdi̪   [ABJ] 
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nʌnd̪i   [d] 
nɐ̪di̪   [N] 
 

48. cloud 
bɐdʌ̪ɭ   [P] 
bad̪ɐɭ   [s] 
bad̪əl   [h] 
bad̪əɭa   [J] 
bad̪əɭɔ   [J] 
bad̪ɭa   [N] 
bad̪lɔ   [N] 
bad̪ʌl   [A] 
bad̪ʌɭʌ   [B] 
bʌd̪ː ʌɭ   [A] 
bʌdʌ̪ɭa   [D] 
ʊnːnʌɳɨ  [B] 
 

49. lightning 
bɪdʒəli   [h] 
bidʒɐɭi   [Ds] 
bidʒɭi   [ABJP] 
bidʒɭɔ   [N] 
 

50. rainbow 
d̪ɦɐnʊʃ   [DN] 
ɪndɾ̪ad̪ɦənuʂ [h] 
ɪn̪dɾ̪ɐd̪ɦɐnʊʃ [s] 
ɪn̪dɾ̪əd̪ɦʌnʊʂ [J] 
ɪn̪dr̪ʌ d̪ɦʌnuʃ [A] 
indɾɨdʌ̪nʊɕ [B] 
in̪d̪ɾʌdʌ̪nus [P] 
 

51. wind 
bajʌɾi   [B] 
balə   [J] 
bɦaɭ   [s] 
bɦjaɭ   [N] 
bɦaɭə   [D] 
bɦjaɭə   [N] 
həʋa   [h] 
pʌvʌn   [B] 
pun   [A] 
puɳ   [P] 
 

52. stone 
bɐʈhɐ   [P] 
baʈha   [ABJ] 
baʈhɔ   [s] 
bɦaʈa   [N] 
bɦathha   [D] 

dʌ̪gːəɖə  [A] 
pətt̪ ̪həɾ   [h] 
 

53. path 
gɛlɔ  [NP] 
gelːɔ   [Bs] 
gela   [D] 
gelɔ   [ADJN] 
gɔa    [A] 
ɾasta̪   [h] 
 

54. sand 
bɐɭu   [P] 
baɭu   [B] 
balu   [h] 
bɛdʒɾi   [AN] 
bɦuɖɔ   [s] 
bɦuɖɔ   [D] 
bʊɖɐ   [N] 
bʌdʒɾi   [B] 
gʊɽɔ   [N] 
maʈi   [D] 
moʈi   [B] 
ɾɛti̪    [h] 
ʈibɔ   [J] 
 

55. fire 
ag    [DNhs] 
baste̪   [AJP] 
bastɛ̪   [B] 
loj    [B] 
 

56. smoke 
d̪ɦuã   [hs] 
d̪ɦuɳi   [ABNs] 
d̪ɦʊã   [P] 
d̪ɦʊɳijã   [J] 
dʊ̪ã    [D] 
 

57. ash 
banːi   [AJN] 
bʌnːni   [B] 
madʒɐɳi  [Ds] 
madʒɳi  [N] 
ɾɐkhi   [P] 
ɾakh   [Ah] 
 

58. mud 
kad̪ːa   [BD] 
kad̪ːɔ   [AJs] 
kad̪d̪ɔ   [B] 
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kitʃəɖ   [h] 
kʌd̪ː ɔ   [NP] 
 

59. dust 
dɦuɭə   [D] 
d̪ɦul   [Ah] 
d̪ɦuɭ   [Ps] 
gaɾ    [J] 
gjaɾ   [N] 
maʈi   [Bs] 
mʌʈːi   [A] 
mʌʈi   [P] 
ɾet ̪    [B] 
ret ̪    [A] 
 

60. gold 
sɔna   [AN] 
sɔnɐ   [N] 
sɔnɔ   [s] 
sɔna̪   [B] 
sɔnɔ̪   [BP] 
sona   [DJh] 
sonɔ   [D] 
 

61. tree 
bãʈ    [J] 
dɛ̪ɾkhʌt ̪   [P] 
dʌ̪ɾkːʌt ̪   [A] 
pɛɖ    [h] 
peɖ    [ADJNs] 
peɽ    [N] 
ɾɔk̃həɖɔ   [s] 
ɾuŋgɖɔ   [N] 
ɾũkɖa   [D] 
ɾũŋkɖʌ   [B] 
 

62. leaf 
pɐtt̪a̪   [N] 
pan    [s] 
paɳɨ   [D] 
panəɖa   [J] 
panʌɖɔ   [B] 
pətt̪i̪   [h] 
pʌt ̪ː a   [JP] 
pʌti̪   [A] 
 

63. root 
dʒɐɖ   [Nh] 
dʒɐɖə   [DJs] 
dʒʌɖ   [AP] 

dʒʌɖʌ   [B] 
dʒʌɽ   [N] 
 

64. thorn 
kãɳʈɔ   [A] 
kãʈa   [DJNh] 
kãʈɔ   [B] 
ʃuɭ    [P] 
suɭə   [s] 
 

65. flower 
bʌggʌɾ   [B] 
ɸul    [h] 
ful    [ANP] 
phɔl   [B] 
phul   [BDJs] 
 

66. fruit 
fʌl    [AP] 
phɐl   [DJh] 
phɐɭ   [Ns] 
phʌɭɨ   [B] 
 

67. mango 
am    [ABDJNPhs] 
 

68. banana 
kɛɭa   [P] 
keɭa   [DJs] 
keɭɔ   [ABN] 
kela   [Nh] 
 

69. wheat 
gɐũ    [Ds] 
gɛhũ   [h] 
gɛũ    [ABN] 
gẽʊ    [J] 
kʌnʌk   [P] 
 

70. millet 
badʒɾɐ   [N] 
badʒɾi   [P] 
badʒɾɔ   [ABDJNs] 
 

71. rice 
da̪n   [J] 
tʃɐvʌɭ   [BP] 
tʃaʋɐɭ   [s] 
tʃaʋəl   [N] 
tʃaʋʌl   [N] 
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tʃaʋʌɭ   [A] 
tʃavʌɭɨ   [B] 
tʃãʋɭə   [D] 
 

72. potato 
alu    [ADJNPhs] 
ʌllu   [B] 
ʌlu    [B] 
  

73. eggplant 
bɛtɐ̪u   [P] 
bɛta̪ũ   [A] 
beŋgɐɳ   [JN] 
beŋgɐɳə  [Ds] 
beŋgʌnɨ  [B] 
bẽigən   [h] 
bɪnta̪g   [B] 
bʌʈʈə   [N] 
 

74. groundnut 
mufəɭi   [P] 
mumphʌɭi  [D] 
mũfɐɭi   [N] 
mũfʌli   [A] 
mũgɸɐli  [h] 
mũŋgphʌɭi  [s] 
mũphɭi   [B] 
mũphʌɭija  [J] 
 

75. chili 
mərtʃə   [J] 
mɪɾtʃi   [BN] 
mɪɾtsi   [h] 
miɾtʃ   [AP] 
pɐtə̪kaɭi  [Ds] 
pʌtk̪aɭi   [N] 
 

76. turmeric 
hɐɭədi̪   [JNs] 
hɐldi̪   [h] 
hʌɭɨdi̪   [B] 
hʌɭdi̪   [ANP] 
hʌɭədə̪   [Ds] 
hʌldi̪   [A] 
 

77. garlic 
lɐhəsʊn  [h] 
lɐsːɐn   [N] 
lɐsɐɳ  [s] 
lɐsʊn  [h] 

lɛsʌɳ  [P] 
lɛsʌɳə  [J] 
lʌhsʌɳ  [A] 
lʌsʊɳə  [D] 
lʌsʌɳɨ  [B] 
lʌsʌŋə  [D] 
 

78. onion 
gɦʌʈːɪja  [A] 
kɐn̪da̪  [N] 
kan̪d̪a  [AD] 
kan̪d̪ɔ  [BJs] 
kʌn̪tɐ̪  [P] 
pjadʒ  [h] 
 

79. cauliflower 
ɸulgobɦi [h] 
fulgɔpi  [AN] 
fulgobi  [Ns] 
gobi  [P] 
phul gɔbi [B] 
phul gobi [DJ] 
phulgobɦi [h] 
 

80. tomato 
ʈʌmaʈʌɾ  [B] 
tɐmaʈɐɾ  [DJNhs] 
tɛmɐtʌɾ  [P] 
tʌmatʌɾ  [A] 
 

81. cabbage 
gobɦi   [h] 
gobi   [P] 
kɐɾɐm kɐlːa [N] 
pɐtt̪ɐ̪gobi  [s] 
pʌt ̪ː a gɔpi  [A] 
pʌt ̪ː a gobi  [DJ] 
pʌtt̪ʌ̪ gobi  [B] 
 

82. oil 
tɛ̪l    [h] 
te̪l    [ABDJNPhs] 
 

83. salt 
luɳ    [NPs] 
luɳɨ   [B] 
luɳə   [ABDJN] 
nɐmək   [h] 
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84. meat 
gɔs̃    [A] 
gost ̪   [h] 
mɐs   [P] 
mas   [s] 
mãs   [BDJN] 
 

85. fat 
tʃɐɾbi   [DJNs] 
tʃəɾbi   [h] 
tʃʌɾbi   [ABP] 
 

86. fish 
mɐtʃhi   [Ns] 
mɐtʃhli   [Nh] 
matʃɐli   [s] 
matʃhʌɭi  [D] 
mʌtʃɛli   [P] 
mʌtʃhɭi   [B] 
mʌtʃhʌli  [JN] 
mʌtʃʌli   [A] 
 

87. chicken 
kukəɖ   [P] 
mʊɾgi   [ADJNhs] 
muɾgi   [BP] 
 

88. egg 
ɐɳɖa   [Nh] 
ɐɳɖɔ   [DJs] 
ʌɳɖa   [AP] 
ʌɳɖʌ   [B] 
 

89. cow 
ga    [P] 
gai    [h] 
gaj    [ABDJs] 
gau    [A] 
gɔ    [N] 
 

90. buffalo 
bɦes   [s] 
bɦẽs   [ABDJNPh] 
dʒɔɾɖi   [B] 
khol   [P] 
 

91. milk 
d̪ud ̪   [Ns] 
d̪ud̪ɦ   [ABDJNPh] 
 

92. horns 
ɕiŋgɖa   [J] 
siŋ    [Ph] 
siŋg   [ADNs] 
siŋgɖɔ   [N] 
siŋgɖʌ   [B] 
 

93. tail 
puɲtʃhəɖʌ  [B] 
pũtʃ   [APs] 
pũtʃəɽi   [N] 
pũtʃh   [Dh] 
pũtʃhɖi   [JN] 
 

94. goat 
bəkeɾi   [h] 
bʌkːʌri   [N] 
bʌkɾi   [J] 
bʌkʌɾi   [P] 
gɦɔnːʌ   [B] 
gɦon   [P] 
ʈaʈ    [AB] 
tʃhɐli   [N] 
tʃhaɭi   [B] 
tʃhɛɭi   [s] 
tʃheɭi   [D] 
tsʌɭi   [J] 
 

95. dog 
gɛɳɨkɛɽa  [N] 
gɛɳɖɐkɐɖa  [N] 
gɛɳɖʌk   [Ds] 
gɛɳɖʌkɖɔ  [J] 
gɛɳʈʌk   [P] 
gʌɳʈʌk   [AB] 
kukɾa   [N] 
kutt̪a̪   [h] 
kũkəɾɔ   [Ds] 
 

96. snake 
ɕjap   [BDs] 
pɪɾʌɖ   [P] 
ʃiɐp   [B] 
sap    [N] 
sapɭa   [A] 
sãp    [JNPh] 
sʌɾp   [N] 
 

97. monkey 
bɐn̪də̪ɾɔ  [B] 
ban̪d̪ɐɾa  [N] 
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ban̪d̪ɾa   [N] 
ban̪d̪ɾɔ   [ADs] 
ban̪d̪ʌɾɔ  [P] 
bəndə̪ɾ   [h] 
mulːjɔ   [s] 
muljɔ   [J] 
 

98. mosquito 
ɖãs    [BP] 
matʃhɐɾ  [DJNs] 
mətt̪ʃhəɾ  [h] 
mʌtʃʌɾ   [AP] 
 

99. ant 
kiɖi   [BJNP] 
mʌːkɔɽi  [N] 
mʌkɔɖa  [B] 
tʃɪʈ̃i    [Dhs] 
tʃiɖi   [A] 
 

100. spider 
mɐkɐɖi  [h] 
makɨɽi   [N] 
makɐɖi  [Ds] 
makɖɔ   [J] 
makəɖi   [N] 
mʌkɖi   [B] 
mʌkʌɖi  [AP] 
 

101. name 
nɐm   [P] 
nam   [Ah] 
nau   [Ns] 
navə   [B] 
nãʋ    [DJ] 
 

102. man 
adm̪i   [h] 
lɔg    [N] 
log    [N] 
mɐnɐk   [N] 
manus   [A] 
mənusjə  [h] 
mɪnːʌk   [AB] 
mɪnʌk   [BP] 
mɔʈijaɾ   [J] 
moʈjaɾ   [Ds] 
puɾʊʂ   [h] 
 

103. woman 
auɾət ̪   [h] 
lɐgɐi   [s] 
lʊgai   [JNP] 
lʊgaji   [DN] 
lʊgʌi   [A] 
lugʌji   [B] 
stɾ̪i    [h] 
 

104. child 
bətʃtʃa   [h] 
ʈiŋgʌɾ   [B] 
tabʌɾ   [BNP] 
tʃhɔɾa   [N] 
tʃhoɾa   [DN] 
tʃhoɾo   [Js] 
tʃhoɾɔ   [D] 
tʃɔɾa   [A] 
 

105. father 
bɐp    [P] 
bap    [ABDJNhs] 
bapu   [A] 
bʌpu   [B] 
d̪ada̪   [s] 
d̪adɔ̪   [N] 
kakɔ   [D] 
pita̪   [h] 
 

106. mother 
dʒidʒi   [DNs] 
ma    [ANPh] 
mai   [s] 
mata̪   [h] 
mã    [BDJ] 
 

107. older brother 
bɛɖɔ bɦajɔ  [D] 
bəɖabɦai  [h] 
bɦajijɔ   [J] 
dɐ̪dɔ̪ bɦɐi  [P] 
d̪adɐ̪bɦaĩɔ  [s] 
d̪adb̪ɦaj  [N] 
d̪adɔ̪   [D] 
d̪adɔ̪ bɦaji  [B] 
dʌ̪dɔ̪ bɦai  [A] 
 

108. younger brother 
(by name)  [D] 
bɛjɔ   [B] 
bɦijɔ   [s] 
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bɦai   [AB] 
bʌjːæ   [P] 
lɔkjɔ   [N] 
tʃhoʈabɦai  [h] 
tʃhoʈkjɔ   [J] 
 

109. older sister 
bai    [J] 
bəɖibəhɪn  [h] 
dʒidʒi   [AB] 
dʒidʒɪbai  [Ns] 
dʒidʒibai  [D] 
d̪idi̪   [APh] 
 

110. younger sister 
(by name)  [J] 
bɐi    [P] 
baɳɨ   [B] 
bɛhʌn   [D] 
beɳa   [s] 
bʌhʌn   [A] 
tʃɔtibʌhʌn  [N] 
tʃoʈi d̪id̪i  [P] 
tʃoʈibɐhɐn  [N] 
tʃoʈibəhin  [h] 
 

111 son 
beʈa   [ANh] 
na̪ɲːt͡ʃɔ   [B] 
tʃhɔɾɔ   [B] 
tʃhoɾɔ   [DJs] 
tʃoɾɐ   [P] 
 

112. daughter 
beʈi   [ANh] 
bʌji   [B] 
na̪ɲtʃoi   [B] 
pʊtɾ̪i   [h] 
tʃhɔɾi   [B] 
tʃhoɾi   [DJs] 
tʃoɾi   [P] 
 

113. husband 
bin̪d̪ɨ   [B] 
bin̪d̪ə  [s] 
gɐɾdɐ̪ɳi  [N] 
kʌsʌm   [BDs] 
mɔtjaɾ   [AP] 
moʈijaɾ   [DJ] 
moʈjaɾ   [B] 
pəti̪   [h] 

114. wife 
bɦu    [P] 
bin̪d̪ɐɳi  [s] 
gɐɾdə̪ɾɐ̪ɳi  [N] 
gɦʌɾʋaɭi  [D] 
lʊgɐji   [N] 
lʊgai   [AJP] 
lʊgaji   [Ds] 
lugaji   [B] 
pətn̪i   [h] 
 

115. boy 
beʈa   [P] 
ləɖka   [h] 
tʃhɔɾɔ   [s] 
tʃhɔra   [N] 
tʃhoɾa   [N] 
tʃhoɾɔ   [DJ] 
tʃhoɾʌ   [B] 
tʃɔɾa   [A] 
 

116. girl 
beʈi   [P] 
ləɖki   [h] 
tʃhɔɾi   [N] 
tʃhoɾi   [BDJNs] 
tʃɔɾi   [A] 
 

117. day 
dɐ̪n   [DJNs] 
dɪ̪n    [ABPh] 
di̪ʋas   [h] 
 

118. night 
ɾɐt ̪    [P] 
ɾat ̪    [ABDJh] 
ɾa̪t ̪    [Ns] 
rat ̪    [N] 
 

119. morning 
dɪ̪nʊgːʌji  [B] 
səbeɾa   [h] 
sʊbʌh   [ADJP] 
sʌʋãɾə   [Ds] 
subəh   [h] 
swɐɾ   [P] 
tɐ̪ɖəkaʊkɐ  [N] 
tʌ̪ɖɨkaukʌ  [B] 
tʌ̪ɽkaɔ   [N] 
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120. noon 
dɐ̪paɾi   [s] 
dɔ̪pãɾi   [B] 
dɔ̪peɾi   [D] 
dɔ̪pʌɾijã  [J] 
do̪pɐɾɔ   [P] 
do̪pəhəɾ  [h] 
dʊ̪par   [N] 
du̪paɾi   [N] 
du̪peːri   [A] 
 

121 evening/afternoon 
at ̪hʌɳə   [P] 
ati̪ɳjʌ   [B] 
ɕam   [J] 
dɐ̪n̪tj̪a   [s] 
dɪ̪natj̪a   [B] 
dʌ̪ɳatjɔ   [N] 
dʌ̪nati̪ja  [J] 
dʌ̪natj̪ɔ   [D] 
ʃam  [h] 
səd̪̃ɦja   [h] 
sʌɲdʒa   [A] 
 

122. yesterday 
kɐl    [h] 
kal    [ABDJs] 
kjal    [N] 
kʌl    [P] 
 

123. today 
adʒ    [ABDJNPhs] 
 

124. tomorrow 
kal    [h] 
tɐ̪ɖəkə   [Ds] 
tʌ̪ɖɨkɛ   [B] 
tʌ̪ɖəkɛ   [P] 
tʌ̪ɖke   [A] 
tʌ̪ɖkə   [N] 
tʌ̪ɖkɔ   [J] 
 

125. week 
hɐphta̪   [h] 
hʌftɔ̪   [A] 
hʌpta̪   [J] 
hʌptʌ̪   [B] 
sɐpta̪   [N] 
sɐptɔ̪   [s] 
səpta̪h   [h] 
sʌpta̪   [A] 

sʌptɐ̪   [P] 
sʌptʌ̪   [B] 
ʌʈʋaɖijɔ  [D] 
 

126. month 
meːnɔ   [s] 
mɛh̥ɛnɔ  [D] 
məhina  [h] 
menːʌ   [B] 
meɳːɔ   [J] 
mɪnːɐ   [B] 
minɔ   [NP] 
mʌhɪna  [A] 
mʌjina   [D] 
 

127. year 
bɐɾɐʃ   [s] 
bʌɾʌɕ   [BDs] 
bʌɾʌʃ   [B] 
sal    [ANh] 
ʋɐɾʃ   [N] 
ʋəɾʂ   [h] 
ʋʌɾs   [J] 
vʌɾʃ   [P] 
 

128. old 
dʒunnɔ   [B] 
dʒunnʌ  [B] 
pɐɾaɳɔ   [DNs] 
pʊɾaɳa   [AP] 
pʊɾaɳɔ   [J] 
pʊɾana   [h] 
pʌɾaɳa   [DN] 
puɾaɳʌ   [B] 
 

129. new 
nɐjɔ   [DJs] 
nəja   [h] 
nəʋə   [h] 
nʌja   [A] 
nʌjɔ   [B] 
nuo  [BN] 
nuɔ    [N] 
nʌ̪jɔ   [P] 
 

130. good 
ɐtʃtʃha   [h] 
bɐɖɪjɐ   [N] 
bəɽɦija   [h] 
bʌɖɨjə   [B] 
bʌɖɪja   [A] 
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bʌɽia   [N] 
phuʈɾo   [B] 
tʃhokkɔ   [BDs] 
tʃhokɔ   [JN] 
tʃɔkːu   [s] 
tʃɔkha   [A] 
tʃɔkhɔ   [N] 
tʃokhɔ   [P] 
 

131. bad 
bɐɾɔ̪   [N] 
bɛɾɔ   [N] 
bekːaɾ   [A] 
bekɐɾ   [P] 
bʊɾa   [B] 
bʊɾo   [B] 
bʊɾɔ   [DJs] 
bʌɾɔ   [D] 
buɾa   [A] 
khəɾab   [h] 
ʃugəɭɔ   [s] 
ʃugla   [B] 
sugʌɭɔ   [D] 
 

132. wet 
alːɔ    [DPs] 
aɭɔ    [J] 
alɔ    [N] 
bidʒjɛɖɔ  [B] 
geɖɔ   [J] 
gila    [h] 
ʌlːɔ    [AB] 
ʌlɔ    [N] 
 
133. dry 
ʃukhɔ   [P] 
sʊkːɔ   [s] 
sukːeɖɔ [A] 
sukha   [Nh] 
sukhɔ   [DJN] 
sukjeɖɔ  [B] 
 

134. long 
bʌɖɖɔ   [B] 
lɐmbɔ   [DNs] 
lambɔ   [BJN] 
lɛmbɐ   [P] 
ləma   [h] 
lʌmbɔ   [A] 
 

135. short 
ɔtʃhɔ   [AP] 
otʃhɔ   [s] 
ʈenjɔ   [B] 
ʈɪgɳɔ   [B] 
ʈigɨɳɔ   [A] 
tʃhɔtɔ   [N] 
tʃhoʈa   [hs] 
tʃhoʈɔ   [DJN] 
tʃɔʈɔ   [A] 
 

136. hot 
gɐɾəm   [h] 
tɐ̪tɔ̪   [P] 
ta̪ta̪   [N] 
ta̪tɐ̪   [N] 
ta̪tɔ̪    [ABDJNs] 
 

137. cold 
ɕiɭɔ    [ADs] 
silɔ    [N] 
ʈhəɳɖa   [h] 
ʈhʌɳɖɔ   [J] 
ʈʌɳʈɔ   [P] 
t ̪hʌɳɖɔ   [B] 
 

138. right 
ɖavljɔ   [B] 
dʒiʋɳə   [P] 
dʒiʋɳɔ   [N] 
dʒiʋɳʌ   [B] 
dɐ̪hɪna   [h] 
da̪ja   [h] 
da̪jɳɔ   [D] 
dʌ̪hɪna   [A] 
dʌ̪jɳɔ   [s] 
dʌ̪jɔ   [AB] 
dʌ̪jɔ ̃   [J] 
kheʋɖijɔ  [D] 
 
139. left 
bɐjɐ ̃   [P] 
bajɳɔ   [s] 
baʋɭijɔ   [Ds] 
bãja   [h] 
bãʊtʃhjɔ  [N] 
bãvɭjɔ   [B] 
bʌjɔ   [A] 
bʌj̃ɔ   [J] 
ʊɭʈɔ   [N] 
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140. near 
da̪ɾːə   [s] 
khɐnja   [s] 
kʌnːɨ   [A] 
kʌnːə   [BDJ] 
kʌɳɳə   [N] 
nɐdʒdi̪k  [h] 
neɖe   [P] 
pas    [h] 
sãkɨɽɔ   [N] 
 

141. far 
atɾ̪ɛ   [BN] 
atɾ̪ə   [JN] 
du̪ɾ    [Ahs] 
poɾn̪ɛ   [P] 
pʌɾe   [D] 
ʌgːə   [B] 
 

142. big 
bɐɖɔ   [DNs] 
bɛɖɐ   [P] 
bəɖa   [h] 
bʌɖoɖɔ   [J] 
bʌɽɔ   [A] 
moʈʌ   [B] 
nɛ̪ɖɔ   [B] 
 

143. small 
otʃhɔ   [Ds] 
tʃhɔʈɔ   [A] 
tʃhoʈa   [h] 
tʃhoʈkjɔ   [J] 
tʃhoʈɔ   [N] 
tʃoʈɐ   [P] 
t ̪hɔdɔ   [B] 
 

144. heavy 
bɦaɾi   [JNhs] 
bɦodʒ   [N] 
bɦaɾjɔ   [AJ] 
bɦɔdʒ   [N] 
bodʒ   [B] 
moʈɔ   [D] 
phɐɾijɔ   [P] 
 

145. light 
bɦɔɾɔ   [N] 
bʌlkɔ   [J] 
hɐlka   [h] 
hʌɭɨki   [B] 

hʌɭəkɔ   [B] 
hʌɭkɐ   [P] 
hʌɭkɔ   [A] 
phoɾɔ   [s] 
pɔɾɔ   [N] 
tʃhoʈa   [D] 
 

146. above 
maɭə   [s] 
uɲtʃɔ   [N] 
upɐɾ   [N] 
upəɾ   [h] 
ũtʃa   [D] 
ũtʃɐ   [P] 
ũtʃane   [J] 
ũtʃhɔ   [B] 
ũtʃɔ   [A] 
 

147. below 
nitʃane   [J] 
nitʃe   [Nh] 
nitʃhɔ   [B] 
nitʃo   [P] 
nitʃɔ   [A] 
tɐ̪ɭə    [Ds] 
 

148. white 
dɔ̪ɭɔ   [A] 
do̪ɭa   [P] 
do̪ɭɔ   [BDJNs] 
səɸed ̪   [h] 
 

149. black 
kɐɭɐ   [BP] 
kaɭjɔ   [B] 
kaɭɔ   [ABDJs] 
kala   [Nh] 
saʊɭɔ   [N] 
 

150. red 
lɐl    [P] 
lal    [ABDhs] 
laɭə    [J] 
ɾa̪tɐ̪   [N] 
 

151. one 
ɛk    [Ph] 
ek    [ABDJNs] 
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152. two 
do̪    [h] 
dɔ̪    [ABDJNPs] 
 

153. three 
ti̪n    [ABDJNPhs] 
 

154. four 
tʃaɾ    [ABDJNPhs] 
 

155. five 
paɲtʃ   [ABDJNs] 
pãtʃ   [Ph] 
 

156. six 
tʃɛ    [P] 
tʃhɛ    [BDJNhs] 
tʃhə    [h] 
tʃhʌh   [A] 
 

157. seven 
sɐt ̪    [P] 
sat ̪    [ABDJNhs] 
 

158. eight 
ɐʈ    [P] 
aʈ    [ABDJNs] 
aʈh    [h] 
 

159. nine 
nɐu   [Bh] 
nɔ    [ADJNPs] 
 

160. ten 
dɐ̪s    [BDJNs] 
dɛ̪s    [P] 
də̪s    [h] 
dʌ̪s    [A] 
 

161. eleven 
giɐɾʌh   [P] 
gjaɾɐ   [DJhs] 
gjaɾʌ   [B] 
gjaɾɐ̪   [N] 
gjara   [A] 
 

162. twelve 
bɐɾʌh   [P] 
baɾɐ   [BDJh] 
baɾɐ̪   [Ns] 
baɾʌ̪   [B] 
bara   [A] 
 

163. twenty 
bis    [ABDJNPhs] 
 

164. one hundred 
sɛjkʌɖa  [B] 
seikɖa   [J] 
so    [h] 
sɔ    [ABDJNPs] 
sʌikʌɖɔ  [ADN] 
sʌikʌɖa  [P] 
sʌikʌɖə  [N] 
 

165. who? 
kɔn    [h] 
kɔɳɨ   [A] 
kʊɳə   [DJ] 
kuɳ   [P] 
kuɳɨ   [B] 
kuɳə   [Ns] 
 

166. what? 
kaj    [N] 
kãj    [DJs] 
ke    [AP] 
kja    [h] 
kʌji   [B] 
 

167. where? 
kɐɖi   [N] 
kəhã   [h] 
khʌʈe   [P] 
khʌʈɛ   [B] 
khʌʈhe   [A] 
kɔɖə   [s] 
koɖə   [D] 
kʌʈe   [J] 
 

168. when? 
kɐdə̪   [DJs] 
kɐd̪ja   [N] 
kəb    [h] 
kʌd ̪   [A] 
kʌdə̪   [P] 
kʌɳʌ   [B] 
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169. how many? 
kɐtɾ̪ɔ   [Ns] 
kɪta̪   [P] 
kɪtə̪ne   [h] 
kɪtʌ̪nɔ   [A] 
kʌtə̪ɾɔ   [D] 
kʌtn̪ɔ   [N] 
kʌtɔ̪   [J] 
kʌtt̪ɔ̪   [B] 
 

170. what kind? 
kɐɕjan   [N] 
kɐɕjɔ   [s] 
kəisa   [h] 
kɪɕjaɳɨkɔ  [B] 
kɪjɐnəkɔ  [B] 
kɪspɾɐkaɾ  [h] 
kɪspɾakaɾ  [h] 
kistɐ̪ɾɐh  [h] 
kjaɳkɔ   [J] 
kʌɕjek   [D] 
kʌɕjɔk   [P] 
kʌja   [A] 
kʌt ̪ʌpɾɔ  [J] 
 

171. this 
ɐ    [B] 
jːa    [D] 
ja    [s] 
je    [P] 
jəh    [h] 
jɜ    [h] 
jɪh    [h] 
jɔ    [ABN] 
o    [BJ] 
 

172. that 
bo    [BJ] 
bɔ    [ANP] 
ʋa    [Ds] 
ʋɔ    [N] 
wəh   [h] 
wo    [h] 
 

173. these 
e    [B] 
i    [s] 
jːe    [D] 
je    [AJh] 
jɛ    [P] 
jɔ    [N] 
 

174. those 
βe    [h] 
be    [BJ] 
bɛ    [P] 
bɔ    [N] 
ʋanːə   [s] 
ʋe    [Ah] 
ʋɔ    [N] 
va    [D] 
 

175. same 
ɐɕɐn   [N] 
ɐksaɾ   [DNs] 
dʒʊɖʋa   [A] 
ɛk dʒiʃe  [P] 
ek dʒjaɳəkɔ [J] 
ek dʒɛɕjɔ  [s] 
ek ʌɾsaji  [B] 
ɪkʃar   [A] 
ɪksaɾ   [B] 
səman   [h] 
sʌmaɳə  [D] 
 

176. different 
atɾ̪ə   [J] 
bɦɪnə   [h] 
ələgələg  [h] 
ɸɐɾk   [h] 
fʌrʌk   [A] 
njɐɾɔ   [B] 
njaɾɐ   [Ds] 
njaɾɔ   [DN] 
njaɾʌ   [B] 
njara nʌkːɨ  [A] 
nʌkə   [P] 
ʌlʌg   [A] 
 

177. whole 
puɾa   [h] 
puɾɳə   [h] 
purɔ   [s] 
sabta̪   [P] 
sabʌt ̪   [A] 
sapti̪   [B] 
saptɔ̪   [J] 
saɾɔ̪   [DNs] 
sʌbut ̪   [A] 
sʌgɭɔ   [B] 
 

178. broken 
phuʈeɖɔ  [JP] 
phuʈjeɖɔ  [A] 
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ʈuʈa   [h] 
ʈuʈeɖɔ   [A] 
ʈuʈja   [D] 
ʈuʈjeɖɔ   [s] 
ʈuʈjɔ   [DN] 
ʈuʈjɔɖɔ   [B] 
ʈuʈɔ   [s] 
 
179. few 
nawsɔ   [s] 
tʃɐnːisa   [s] 
tʃinjɔsɔ   [B] 
tʃʌnːiʃa   [D] 
tʃʌnːiʃɔ   [D] 
tsɪnjɔ   [B] 
t ̪hɔɖɔ   [A] 
t ̪hɔɖɔ sɔji  [J] 
t ̪hoɖa   [h] 
t ̪hoɖɐ   [P] 
tɔ̪ɖɔʃɔ   [N] 
 

180. many 
bəhʊt ̪   [h] 
bɔɭɔ   [A] 
boɭɔ   [BP] 
gʌɳɔ   [D] 
gʌɳɔi   [A] 
nɐɾɐ   [N] 
nʌɾɔ   [DJN] 
nɐ̪ɾɔ   [s] 
nɛ̪ɾɔ   [B] 
 

181. all 
ʃʌgʌɭa   [A] 
sɐb    [s] 
saɾa   [AD] 
saɾʌ   [B] 
saɾɐ̪   [s] 
saɾɐ̪ji   [N] 
səb    [h] 
sʌbɭa   [J] 
sʌgʌɭɐ   [P] 
sʌgʌɭʌ   [B] 
 

182. eat!, he ate 
dʒimljɔ   [B] 
dʒimo   [P] 
gɦaljɔ   [B] 
giʈljɔ   [B] 
kha    [h] 
khale   [J] 
khaleɔ   [A] 

khaljɔ   [DNs] 
khaɔ   [J] 
 

183. bite!, he bit 
bʌɾljɔ   [B] 
bʌʈɨkʌ   [B] 
kaʈa   [h] 
khɐgijɔ   [P] 
khagːɔ   [DJs] 
khagjɔ   [AN] 
khajgjɔ   [B] 
 

184. he is, he was hungry 
bɦukh   [h] 
bɦukhlagɾi tʃhɛ [N] 
bɦuklɐgi  [s] 
bɦug lagɾi hɛ [P] 
bɦuk lagi  [B] 
bɦuk lʌg gʌji [J] 
bɦukh lagəɖi he [A] 
bʌɕjɔ mʌɾjɔ tʃɛ [D] 
 

185. drink!, he drank 
pi    [h] 
pɪɾja hɛ   [B] 
piɾjɔ tʃɛ   [DJ] 
piɾi̪jɔtʃe   [Ns] 
pire he   [A] 
piwɛ   [P] 
 

186. he is, he was thirsty 
pjasahe, pjasat ̪ha [h] 
tɐ̪sailɐgɾi̪tʃɛ  [Ns] 
tɪ̪sai lagəri he [A] 
ti̪s lɐgi   [P] 
ti̪s lagi   [B] 
tʌ̪s lagɾi tʃhɛ  [J] 
tʌ̪sʌj lagaj  [Ds] 
 

187. sleep!, he slept 
so    [h] 
soɾjɔtʃɛ   [Ds] 
sʊtj̪ɔ he   [A] 
sutj̪ɔ   [P] 
sutɔ̪ hɛ   [B] 
sutɔ̪ tʃhɛ   [JN] 
 

188. lie down!, he lay down 
ɐɖːɔgɔ   [s] 
aɖɖɔ ɔgjɔ  [B] 
leɭ gɛjɔ   [P] 
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leʈ    [h] 
so gɔ   [J] 
so gʌja   [D] 
ʌɖːɔ gjɔ   [A] 
ʌɖɖɔ ɔgjɔ  [N] 
 

189. sit down!, he sat down 
bɛjʈh   [h] 
beɖədʒe  [s] 
beiʈhɔ   [D] 
beʈ dʒʌ   [B] 
beʈdʒa   [AJN] 
beʈdʒɐ   [P] 
biɾadʒɔ   [B] 
 

190. give!, he gave 
de̪    [h] 
de̪ dj̪ɔ   [B] 
d̪ede̪   [AJN] 
d̪edo̪   [s] 
lɐ    [P] 
lelo    [D] 
 

191. it burns, it burned 
bɐɭɾjɔ tʃhɛ  [N] 
bɛɭe    [P] 
bʌɭɾjahɛ   [B] 
bʌlɾjɔ tʃhɛ  [DJs] 
dʒəl   [h] 
dʒʌɭə gjɔ  [A] 
ʃɪlɨgɨ ɾʌhəhɛ  [B] 
 

192. don't die!, he died 
mɐɾgjɔ   [DNP] 
mɐɾgɔ   [Js] 
məɾ    [h] 
mʌɾgjɔ   [A] 
mʌɾgɔ   [B] 
sʌmaigɔ   [B] 
 

193. don't kill!, he killed 
de̪paɖjɔ   [s] 
kuʈɐ   [P] 
kuʈjɔ   [N] 
maɾ   [h] 
maɾ di̪jɔ  [BJ] 
maɾjɔ   [D] 
maɾɔ   [A] 
 

194. fly!, it flew 
oɖɦɛ   [P] 
ʊɖəgʌjɔ  [D] 
ʊɖəgjɔ   [N] 
ʊɖgjɔ   [A] 
ʊɖɾjɔtʃhɛ  [Js] 
uɖ    [h] 
uɖɖɛ hɛ  [B] 
uɖɾʌ hɛ  [B] 
 

195. walk!, he walked 
dʒɐ    [P] 
gɦum   [h] 
hallɔ   [B] 
tʃaːɭa   [J] 
tʃal    [AN] 
tʃalːɔ   [D] 
tʃalɔ   [Bs] 
tʃəl    [h] 
 

196. run!, he ran 
bɦag   [N] 
bɦagɔ   [ABDJs] 
bɦɐg   [P] 
bɦagjʌ   [B] 
dɐ̪oɖ   [h] 
 

197. go!, he went 
biːdʒɛ   [s] 
dʒa    [ANh] 
dʒaɔ   [A] 
dʒato̪ɾɛ   [B] 
tʃalɔ   [D] 
tʃʌl    [P] 
tʃʌl dʒa   [J] 
 

198. come!, he came 
a    [s] 
a gʌjɔ   [D] 
ɐdʒɐ   [P] 
adʒa   [AJNs] 
au    [h] 
ʌdʒjao   [B] 
 

199. speak!, he spoke 
bɔl    [A] 
bol    [Phs] 
bol de̪   [J] 
bolːɔ   [D] 
bolɔnɛ   [N] 
kedj̪ɔ   [B] 
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200. listen!, he heard 
sʊɳa   [A] 
sʊɳgjɔ   [N] 
sʊɳjɔ   [Ds] 
sʊnɭijɔ   [J] 
sun    [h] 
suɳɨlɪjɔ   [B] 
sunɐ   [P] 
 

201. look!, he saw 
de̪kh   [h] 
de̪khjɔ   [ADNPs] 
de̪khlijɔ  [BJ] 
 

202. I (1st singular) 
me   [s] 
mɛ   [ABDP] 
mə   [N] 
məj̃   [h] 
mẽ   [J] 
mẽj   [h] 
 

203. you (2nd singular, informal) 
tu̪    [DNhs] 
tu̪m  [h] 
tũ̪   [ABJP] 
 

204. you (2nd singular, formal) 
ap   [h] 
bõ   [J] 
tɛ̪   [P] 
t ̪he   [ABNs] 
tu̪   [D] 
 

205. he (3rd singular, masculine) 
be   [B] 
bẽ bɔ   [AP] 
ʋɐ   [s] 
ʋɔ   [DN] 
wə   [h] 
wo   [h] 
 

206. she (3rd singular, feminine) 
ba   [AB] 
bɐ   [P] 

bã   [J] 
ʋɐ   [s] 
ʋɔ   [D] 
ʋʌ   [N] 
wə   [h] 
 

207. we (1st plural, inclusive) 
ɐpɐ ̃   [P] 
apɐ ̃   [As] 
apã    [J] 
ãp    [B] 
həm   [h] 
mɨ    [D] 
mə    [N] 
ʌpʌ    [D] 
 

208. we (1st plural, exclusive) 
ɐpɐ    [s] 
apã d̪ɔnu  [A] 
apã d̪onijɔ  [J] 
hɐm   [h] 
mə dɔ̪ni  [N] 
meʔ   [P] 
mẽ    [s] 
ʌpa do̪njɔ  [D] 
ʌpʌ dɔ̪njɔ  [B] 
 

209. you (2nd plural) 
me    [B] 
t ̪he    [ABDPs] 
t ̪he lɔg   [J] 
t ̪hesɐbɖa  [N] 
tu̪mlog   [h] 
 

210. they (3rd plural) 
be    [B] 
bɛ    [P] 
bɛ lɔg   [A] 
sɛ    [P] 
u    [s] 
ʊɳə    [D] 
ʋe  [DN] 
ʋɔ  [J] 
we  [h] 
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